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Nadine
 
Jansen,  
Ex
-Spartan,
 
Appears  
Here 
Nadine Jansen, 
former music 
major
 ,at San 
Jose
 State 
college,
 
will 
appear 
as
 
piano
-trumpet
 styl-
ist with 
Dick Contino's 
New  Faces 
Revue March 
23, in the 
civic 
au-
ditorium.  
 
Miss
 _Jansen arnong 
the 
-22.Teatived
 persons in 
the 
show.  
She 
is listed as 
vocalist-pianist-
trikTipe 
h the 
uniae 
quali-
ty of playing 
both piano 
and 
trumpet  at the
 same time. 
She 
at1ended
 San Jose State 
-eettege-ati-e-transfer  
student  from 
Sacramento  
junior 
college
 from 
1946-48. 
She was 
active in 
school 
activities 
of a 
musical  sort. 
She 
wrote 
sbngs  for the 
1948 student 
revelries "Up 
Powell'',
 and was-
'affiliated  
with  
Kappa Kappa Sig-
ma sorority, now
 Delta Gamma.
 
She entered 
Horace Heidt's 
tal-
ent show 
in Sacramento
 in 1948 
7.  
1 
NADINE
 JANSEN
 
'  
and went on tour. She recently 
appeared
 
with  
the 
Dick Contino 
show,  
presented
 by 
Heidt,  in Kan-
sas City, Mo.
 The 
shoty  ran 
one 
week
 ther?, 
and
 has
 since 
made a 
tour of 
The
 United 
States.
 
' 
The 
Weather
 
GI 
Payments 
Raise 
Incomes
 
GI
 
insurance.
 dividends
 paid 
to 
veterans
 
in
 
January
 boosted 
the 
annual rate of 
personal income for 
the first month of 
1950 
to
 
$218,-
400,000.000,
 the highest level since 
Deceni!oer,
 
1948,  the 
U.S.
 
Com-
Ralipa.1.4o* 
ve Seat 
 
merce department reports. 
Exclusive of GI insurance
 re
-
....._a 
fund  payments, 
the
 personal
To 
be
 New 
Villain  
come rate rose 
$1,000,000,000
 
in 
By
 Virginia 
MacPherson  
HOLLYWOOD,  
March 18 
(UP)  
Sultry sirens 
and  fancy gigolos
 
are losing 
their  
grip
 
aS.
  
il3P-
naces. 
Hollywood's
 
discovered
 a 
new villain a 
baby
 in the love 
seat
 . 
Guaranteed,  say 
the folks 
whe  
are tired of 
-husband-vs.-wive-vs.  
secretaryiTrOts,
 to raise
 all kinds
 
of devilment 
with  
the
 hero and 
heroine. 
The  lady 
behind  this 
startling 
twist
 on- the 
age-old  
triangle
 is 
Jean
 Rotiverol. 
There' aren't many 
writers 
around 
who'd  dare 
be so 
 UP 
ROUNDUP
 
Today being the first 
day of 
finals, the forecaster stares in-
to his coffee 
clip  and predicts 
today to be black. If things are,-
n't wet 
meteorologically,  they 
probably will be dietetically.
 Fri- - 
day wasn't too 
good either. 
-January. --Th-StitarifIr -partien'ta' 
in
 
January reached $450,000,000, or 
$5.500,000,000
 
on an annual 
rate
 
basis.
 
Suck
 p 
afffect personal income only in a 
few months. 
FIND CHEAP COUNTER 
The Atomic Energy commission 
has 
developed
 
a 
cheap_g_el get 
counter that could easily be used 
by civilians to detect dangerous 
attounts r! 
radiation in case of an 
atomic attack. 
The 
commission  
has 
reported 
that survivors Of an
 atomic
 bomb 
attack  can
 e 
ct to live a "rea 
truevejent about 
a 
bk 
i 
e n 
ona ly 
normal life thereafter" 
hut' Miss 
Rouverol's 
long since 
lost 
without fcar 
of drastic radiation
 
yed
 <fit 
itude.  She
 
has
 
after-effects.
 
four 
of 'em tearing 
around  
the
 
Two
 
exceptions 
to this general 
house. 
rule 
were  pointed out: 
survivors  
- 
----"Thertre-wenilerfut"--thre-saYs
 may 
devATIIbyecalarac
 s a 
"They
 
also  create a 
problem 
no-
 
later date 
and 
may be more sus -
body's  
touched
 . on 
the screen.
 
There's
 plenty
 of 
conflict  
in
 the 
idea 
of.  a 
new  baby,
 IS 
starts 
tights 
. . . it 
leaves 
the 
hus-
band
 feeling neglected 
. . 
. It 
even
 leads 
to divorce.
 
. "AU this is 
a .nat
 oral- 
for 
-a. 
vie.
 
And  
I 
bet 
every  mother 
and 
father 
in the 
audience will
 
agree -
with  
nie."
 
Miss
 Rouverol
 is one of 
those  
rare-thitfitS
 around 
Hollswood:
 
an 
actress
 who 
turned 
writer. 
"Had
 to." she 
grinned. 
"After
 
four ,kids there wasn't 
anything 
left 
of my 
figger."!
 
She 
comes
 bv  her writing 
na-
turally,
 though.
 
tier 
mother,  
Playwright 
Aurania  Bouverol, is 
the lady who
 
dreamed
 
up 
the i 
"Andy  
Hardy"  
series,
 
."I'm still a radio 
actress."  Miss 
other() added.
 play  Betty
 
rie 
aa s Family'. 
y 
. 
And
 
blame
 to 
hold  their 
annual 
convention.  
that show for 
my
 last couple of 
 
The  youths will elect
 a "governor" 
kids: I hadn't planned 'em -but 
and other
 state 
officials,
 and open 
Betty kept getting in 
the family 
a model 
legislature for 
,the  pur-
way in the script
 and darned .if 1 
pose of 
introducing  and passing 
didn't fallow through." 
' . 
new  laws."   
Miss Rouverprs
 m o vi 
e 
migitt.
 
' 
The
 sigma
 Alpha Epsilon
 Ira-
 
stall- a
 
whole
 new 
cycle of vil- 
REVEAL FOR's PAPERS 
f- The major  was- Mu first 
e-om--
I 
Tains. It'll also 
give  
a 
lot
 -of 
cast.; 
The_.bulk
 of Franklin 
D.
 Roose- mending
 officer of the
 air force 
ternity  has regained pcs..ession of 
the long
-missing 
stone lion 
that 
ing directors ulcers. 
velt's  personal and political
 papers
 
ROTC
 program at San Jose 
State
 , 
was 
"born -owed" from 
their 
Ira- 
For iiVoWn-up menaces one 
were
 
made  public 
at Hyde 
Park  
college  when it 
was  
activated
 on  
'this  
campus.
 
ternity  
house.
 The missing feline
 
actor
 
or
 
actresiell
 
do. When 
last 
wPel<  
ceptible
 to leukemia.
 . 
MAKE
 
HEANTEST
 ATOM
 
Scientists  
have
 made 
an 
atom 
in the 
University
 of 
Califor-
nia 
laboratory.
 It is 
the 
heaviest  
ever known.
 
Called 
element
 98, 
*he 
Obeli is named
 Oalifernitim,
 
IMO
 to 1.oike reservations,
 John 
Steele, club president, annoilteed 
IFriday.
 
A booth will be open in the Li -
arch from 10:30- 
tmt'  
o'clock 
for those wishiitg to sign 
up: So far approximately 46, ski 
enthusiasts have signed up, but 
there is still room for 
about X-, 
more. 
Steele requested that 
members  
who have not 
returned  their La 
Torre Photos do so at the 
booth 
today:  
. . 
TO 
GOVERN
 STATE
 
a 
 
E 
eggame
 
Song  
Girl;  
Sophomore
 
Mary  
Harris  
Miss 
Mary 
Harris,  
sophomore
 
from 
Yentura,
 was named
 head 
song'
 Friday 
Afternoon
 
before
 a "standing 
room  
only"
 
crowd  - 
in 
Morris  Dailey 
auditorium.
 
Misses  
Marilyn
 Maas and 
Marilyn
 
Met-
calf
 were 
chosen
 as 
assistants.
 Close 
competition
 of 
majorette  
candi-
4 
dates
 
prompted
 the
 
judges
 
to,postpone a run.off election 
until  
lino,  
Rally Chairman Ed Mosher sald. 
Drum majorette potentials( QC-
vonne  Peter, Betty
 
Darendinger,
 
Gay MeGowen, and Gloria 
Mc-
Donotigh will parade before the 
student  body 
during  the 
Inter -
Squad football 
contest  in 'June: 
Mr. Frederick Boots and the col -
college
 
Approves
 
Senior
 
Overnight
 
Committee
 
Plan  
lege 
bend  will 
be 
on
 hand 
to 
back  
them Up,' Mosher
 said. Yell lead-
ers 
will  also. be named at this 
time. 
Miss Harris 
looks  forward to 
 
her 
second 
year as 
football sea-
sonritOgit-raiser,
  haling
  
with Head 
Song  Girl Norma 
Johnson and Co -Assistant
 Nor-
vella Pitney during the past 
year. 
Song. giris will work in collet).
oration with the Rally committee
 
in the future, Mosher 
says,  
as 
will   
the majorettes. Judges for the 
competition were Shirley 
Meyers,  
Yvonne
 Gineste, Ed Mosher, Dick 
Ratto, Bob Baron, Barbara Was- 
41 
son. Bat 
hara  
Bently,
 
and Al 
Nit-
cken, from the Rally committee: 
one representative from the Stu-
dent Court, and the band 
'coun-
cil. 
,f 
for the mate
 and the 
university  
that  prodaced it. 
srraN
 cHAMPAGNE 
The -100-
 eitizeas 
of Tomasket.
 
Washington,
 have 
joined 
New  
York
 City
-in a campaign
 
against
 
the  sale of 
French 
champagne.  
The 
drive  was 
started  by 
a New 
York  
columnist
 to 
discourage  
sale 
of the 
French 
wine in 
retaliation
 
for
 the 
French
 attack
 on 
Amen -
SAE
 
Fraternity
 
Recovers Lion 
The 
oallege  
administration
 
has  
decided 
favorably
 on 
suggestiont  
made 
by a 
senior 
class-  
council
 
committee 
regarding 
future
 Senior 
Overnights.
 according to Dr. 
Carl
 
Ricl, Class 
adviser. The 
report
 was 
made at 
Thursday's  
meeting
 of 
the 
senior  class 
council.  ' 
The  
suggestions,
 made last
 week 
'&-corignittee
 headed 
by Miss 
Margaret
 Sankson, 
asked  that ov-
ernights  be held once 
each 
quar-
ter.  The 
committee
 also asked 
that 
more 
restrictions be 
placed
 upon 
the
 
week
-end 
trim 
particularly  
regarding 
transportation,  and ask-
ed 
that no liquor be 
available at 
the site 
of the 
overnrght.
 The new
 
rules 
still  must be 
approved by 
the 
Student  Council. 
A vote
 
of 9 to 
8 at' Thursday's 
meeting a_pproved
 ii,mtlest to al  -
ow -MO
 
or an -Orchestra for the 
Senior Ball. Russ Benioff is chair-
man for the dance,
 which will be 
held June 17 
at the Bay Meadows
 
club 
house.  
Ski
 Team 
Sign-up
 
11 
1 
'50 Revelries
 
Will 'Wow 'em' 
Says Director 
ill in 
ot
 
a 
N. 
_ _ _The gay 
satire on college life 
in 
 
Today is the last day for Ski 
club members interested in spend-
ing spring xacation at the Cal Ski 
-was--pin
 
Theta 
Mu
 Sigma boys during in-
termission
 at the boxing matches 
Friday evening.
 
The lion
 had
 been
 the subject of 
an intense
 -search, both above and 
dfiderground, by the members 
of 
SAE sinceit had 
disappeared  one 
night 
during  last fall 
quarter.
 Al-
though
 
SAE
 was aggravated  at 
the
 
deed,  they had to 
admire
 the 
strength 
of the 
miscreants,
 since 
the
 
lion 
weighed
 approximately 
750  
pounds.
 
The 
missing
 lion was rolled 
dawn
 
the 
aisles
 of the gym on a 
dolly, 
as 
members 
of SAE 
gaped 
in 
amazement.
 The 
presentation  
of 
the 
lion 
was 
made
 by Theta 
Mu,
 as 
surprise 
feature
 of the 
intermission
 
activity,
 alt 
hough
 
they 
disclaimed
 responsibility
 for 
removing
 the
 lion 
from its 
former
 
resting
 
place.  
 
SAE 
took
 
possession
 
of the
 lion
 
and
 
improvised
 
transportation
 
for 
It 
to 
their  
house.
 For
 
awhile  
it was
 
feared
 
that
 
violence
 
might  
°emit
 
hut 
the 
return
 
of
 the
 
lion was 
made  
wit 
nout 
bloodshed,
 
although
 
it
 
was  
evident
 
that  
'feeling
 
ran 
high.  
Today,
 
the 
"kitty"
 
is 
safely  
home
 
and  
all 
is 
"peaceful"
 
once
 
per 
set  you have to hire at least: 
six. 
'The plot goes 
through  the ba-
by's first year." 
she
 explained. 'So 
we'll need 
a new-born baby, a 
four -months older, one at the sit-
ting -up stage, the crawling stage, 
a walker, and a talker." 
Word of this has sifted around 
town. All her friendsand
 people  
she nev-ir even 
heard  of ---are al-
ready pestering her for screen 
tests for their offspring. 
We might even join 'em. Ours"11 
be 
crawling  about the time she 
needs a 
down -on
-all -fours 
villain. 
Prof. To Return 
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, 
Speech  
department
 instructor, is 
expected  
to be back at school for registra-
tion following a serious
 respira-
tory ailtwmt. 
She has been con-
fined
 at home 
for 
over a 
week  but 
is well on 
her ivay to 
recovery,  
Dr. Hugh 
Gillis, department
 head, 
said. 
Students in 
Dr. Kaucher's
 class
-
will turn in reports  and
 
take
 
finals as 
usual,  he 
added.
 Finals 
for
 
her
 courses 
have 
been pre -
more. 
pared
 by 
Dr. Kaucher at 
home.  
Too Late 
to
 Start 
Studying  
The end -quarter final
 schedule is as 
follows:  
Monday,  March  20 
7:30- 
9:10  
97215 -if :00 
11:10-12;50 
1:40- 3:20 
3:30- 5:10 
Tuesday, March 
21 
7:30- 9:10 
9:20-11:00 
11:10-12:50
 
1:00- 2:30 
2:40- 
4:20  
4:30- 
6:10 
Wednesday,  
March  22 
7:30- 9:10 
9:20-11:00  
11:10-12:50 
1:40- 3:20 
3:30- 
5:10  
Thursday, 
March 
7:30- 9:10 
9:20-11:00 
11:10-12:50
 
1:40- 
3:20 
3:30, 
5:10 
Classes
 meeting
 at: 
- 7:30
 MWF or  Daily 
9:30 
TTh 
11:30  
MWF
 or 
Daily  
1:30 
TTh  
3:30
 
MWF  
or
 
Daily  
Classes 
meeting
 at: 
7:30 
TTh  
9:30  
MWF
 or 
Daily
 
11:30
 
TTh 
All 
English  
Ax, 
Ay,  Az 
classes
 
1:30 
MWF or 
Daily
 
3:30
 
TTh 
Classes 
meeting
 at: 
8:30 
MWF 
or 
Daily  
1030
 
7Th
 
12:30 
MWF
 or 
Daily'  
2:30 
1Th  
4:30  
MWF  
or
 Daily 
23 
Classes 
meeting  at: 
8:30 
TTh  
10:30 
MWF
 or 
Daily  
12:30 
TTh 
2:30
 MWF
 or 
Daily 
4:30 
TTh
 
the flapper era, 
"Low
 Button 
Shoes", .B50 
Revelries production, 
will
 hit the stage of 
Morris  
Dailey  
auditorium' in than five weeks. 
With Cliff ,Roche and 
Mayne
 Mit-
chell, leads in the riotous 
tion,' well into rehearsal,. 'rect-
_Dick
  
Pritehard_unccuidit  innally 
guarantees that the 
show
 .will 
"wow 
'em." 
Script  tor the play, 
written
 by 
Bill Pentony with the help of 
Pritchard, 
relates
 the story of 
Mack and Jack, World War I 
exCits, attending the predomi-
nantly 
female
 Nan Jose Normal 
school. (Those 
were the days.  
More
 than
 500 
junior 
statesmen
 
off   
will 
take 
over
 the 
statewer
 
Promoted
 
Old Uncle Sam was not- so gen-
't I' 
erous in em  ar ay o
 the
 
Major Earl 
Kingsley,
 f 
or
 m 
er
 
script  
continues,
 and 
Mack  and 
ROTC officer at San Jose State   
college, was recently assigned as , 
commanding 
officer
 of a flight I . 
training
 
squadron
 at 
Hickam
 
Field, Hawaii, according
 to Dean 
of Men 
Paul M. 
Pitman.
 
CLIFF ROCHE 
Jack -- t hose naughty boys!- are 
reduced
 to selling bathtub
 
gin  to 
maintain themsetves
 
in'
 school. 
Femmes fatales 
of the 
piece are 
Donna Lou and 
Margie  as 
played
 
by Ruth Martsolf
 
and Lorraine
 
Davidson. 
Donna 
Lou and 
Margie,
 it is 
revealed 
for the first 
time,  are 
responsible 
for the 
present-day
 
heated 
rivalry 
between Santa 
Clara 
and 
Bea  
Jean
 The 
two 
lovelies 
keep 
both 
Mack  and 
Jack 
and 
the 
brawny  'boys from 
the
 
cress -town 
imbiber 
guessing
 
aslo where
 their 
affections  
lie.  
Nothing 
characteristic
 
of
 the 
post-war era
 is left
 out 
of the 
daffy  satire. 
4 
°n
 
facilities  
in
 Sacramento
 
March
 30 
S 
2 
sP.titTAN
 11.1,11,1' 
 
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March  20, 
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Page 
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 Jose 
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Thanks
 to 
the 
Crew 
Ten weeks and 
three days 
ago,
 there was wrought in the 
Spartan Daily
 office a new 
staff. 
'We the editors, boarded the 
ship in 
command -4:14n
 
unknoamszew.
 
. 
Now, we know the
 
crew.  
We
 know that when they. were 
all 
new 
at
 their 
jobs, the 
Spartan
 
Daily  listed
 
a little. 
But  tbe 
crew had good
 stuff. 
Mistakes  were 
committed,  
some 
of them 
good-sized blunders,
 and 
some
 
inconsequential,
 
but they 
&Win-
ished
 swiftly in number. 
We 
know now, and we 
appreciate
 it, that we have headed 
a 
staff  this 
quarter.
 that has been far
 superior to 
that
 of the 
average college
 newspaper. In 
many instances, 
reporting
 has 
equalled and 
at times 
surpassed 
professional standards. 
Co-editors do 
not make or break
 a college 
newspaper.  The 
responsibility for 
its 
success
 lies 
with  every
 
member  of the 
staff.  
The 42 members
 of this quarter's Daily have taken 
that responsi-
bility seriously, and in 
our estimation have moved 
the  SpaPan 
Daily another step
 forward 
as
 
a 
newspaper.  
- The 
gours_e 
of 
Ate.  Paib,  this 
quarter has not 
been  
smooth.
 
_ 
_ 
We ran into a few
 storms at sea. 
We 
realize fully that in the
 
professional  
world,  we will 
meet  
many 
storms. We hope that in those 
cases, our 
fellow  
crew -
members will 
be 
of
 the 
same 
calibre
 
as
 tho'se with whom 
we 
have just 
sailed.  
Good crew,
 qoci 
ship,  good journey_ 
Taxes Leave
 
Actors Flat.
 
HOLLYWOOD, 
March  17 (UP) 
Top
-bracket movie
 stars bal-
anced up their check 
books today 
--or tried
 to after the income
 tax 
gouge 
- - and 
began to wonder 
where their next swiniming 
pool 
was coming from. 
It's pretty 
safe to say 
there  
isn't half so much 
money clutter-
ing up 
glitterland now
 as there 
wasa--teatda.34--algt--
 
-Marrh  
15 
leaves  plenty 
of celebrities
 feeling 
as poor as 
everybody
 else. 
And 
they
 put off 
the painful
 
parting
 with 
those  %heckles 
Just 
as long as 
they dared, 
Some of 
'em even 
admitted  they 
skidded  
in
 tinder the 
midnight
 deadline 
by 
the skin of their 
gilt-edged 
securities. 
"I've 
had the check 
made  out 
for days," Larry
 Parks grinned. 
"But I didn't 
mail
 it until the 
last  minute. As long 
as
 it stayed 
there on the 
desk I had money in 
the bank. 
After  I sent it in --- 
nothin'!"
 
Keenan 
Wynn  figures his tax 
came gait: technicolor. 
"I was 
red
 in the 
face
 figuring 
? 
out  the long green," he 
said. "And 
now I'm 
blue." 
Funny man 
Red  
Skelton-
 was 
more
 
philosophical
 about
 it. 
"I
 d -$.$5000-d it;" 
he quipped.  
"Having
 just 
paid
 my 
income 
tax,"
 
announced
 Donahl
 O'Con-
nor,
 
"I 
have
 stopped 
talking to 
myself and am 
going back to 
'Francis',  the 
gabby  mule. 
Which 
Isn't a 
bad 
Idea.
 He's the only 
one 
in 
town
 
with
 any,
 hay left." 
Vic
 
Mature
 
admits  it's a "head-
ache
 
to 
part
 
with  
all that 
moola."  
"Sure,"
 
he
 
shrugged.
 "But after 
all,
 
I 
was
 
on
 
Uncle  
Sam's 
payroll
 
Thrust  and 
Parry 
'Hurray
 for College 
9 
Dear
 Thrust 
and Parry:
 
Hurray 
for  college! I 
nominate 
E. Janetsky 
for  the Life
-Problem -
Facer
 merit badge.
 
Robert H. 
Miller,  ASB 
3732.  
P.S. 
Notice  
the  
headline   
"Divorce
 
Rate
 High For -College
 
Girls'-
 at 
the lower right
 of the 
end of E. 
Janetsky's  letter,
 last 
paragraph
 of which
 reads 
-"If we 
do nothing
 else, 
let  us at 
least 
keep 
our 
college
 
diploma
 as a 
measure 
of the 
ability
 to carry 
on 
a 
successful  
and  intelligent-
 life." 
Sad 
Mr.  
Spartan
 
Thrust
 and 
Parry: 
I 
agree with 
those 
who  have 
written 
in the 
Daily 
that  Mr.
 
Spartan 
is
 sad 
looking!
 
Why 
were  not 
the 
students  
al-
lowed 
to vote 
on a 
caricatured  
face,  and 
pick one
 to be 
Made? 
So 
much 
"Hollywood"
 
research,  
time
 and 
money  
was  spent 
fool-
ishly. 
 
We 
shduld 
have
 a 
Spartan
 head 
looking  
like  the 
one  on 
our  stick-
ers. 
I mean
 the 
fellow  
with  the 
big  chin
 and 
the 
angry  
look,  
not  
the 
schmo!'
 
Perhaps
 
it 
is not too late 
for 
the
 students
 to 
have 
one 
made,  
and 
cheaper,
 too.
  
- It 
would  
be 
better  than
 the 
present
 
sad 
sack we 
have. 
Spartanly,
 ASB 1534. 
for 
four
 years during the war. 
Somebody
 has to pay my sdlary. 
Guess it might
 as well be 
me."
 
Health
 
Cottage
 
Offers  
Good,  
Low 
Cost  
Service
 
By JERRY 
THOMAS  
In this day and 
age 
of high cost for
 
comparatively
 inferior 
wares, it is.
 news 
indeed 
when one
 discovers an article actually 
worth 
its price. But when a vital necessity can be obtained for a- very 
meagerfinancial 
rate, then
 It is 
definitely
 worth writing about, 
especially when it has been located 
right under our noses for years. 
Such is the case of the McFad-
den Health cottage, San 
Jose 
State college's "home away from 
home", if the U.S.O. will pardon 
the 
temporary  
use of their 
war-
-time slogan.- 
The  -cottage is for 
all Associated 
Student  Body
 mem-
bers in 
need of nursing and
 bed 
care.  
- 
Prime purpose 
of
 the cottage 
is to 
prevent spread of 
infeoilous 
disease
 
111_other-atudeuttr-and-te-
shorten  periods of sickness that 
 would 
normally  confine an Indi-
vidual for
 days at home or in 
some boarding house. 
Cost
 of running the 
health 
cot-
tage is covered through an annual 
budget allbtted -brir 1heStt0ezil 
Council from student 
body fees. 
For the school year of 1948-49 the 
cost totaled $1.78 per ASB mem-
ber. Thus the student receives a 
maximum of health service for a 
minimum of cost. It is a 
very  
slight rate, considering the tre-
mendous
 regard we have for our 
health. 
Services Limited 
The cpttage,
 located at 430 S. 
Eighth street, IS- "a 15-bedirr
 
gaily painted and as spic 
and span as a "boot" camp dur-
ing 
captain's  
inspection  
It is not 
a hospital in the usual sense. It 
does not maintain 
clinical or emer-
gency services. The kinds of cases 
it may handle 
are  limited by 
equipment and 
personnel.  Several 
types-of disease nqs cared -for at 
the cottage are quarantinable
 di-
seases
 like 
diphtheria, smallpox, 
poliomyelitis,
 and severe 
injuries  
requiring special ,apparatus
 and 
techniques.  
The cottage
 mostly treats bed  
patients  suffering from
 the fol-
lowing illnesses: "strep" throat, 
icallyestreased
 of 
all 
sonnet
 treat* 
Just
 how 
Aloes 
a sick
 
student
 
make 
arrangements
 
to enter
 the 
cottage?
 Let
 us 
take  
the
 hypo-
.thetical
 case,
 of 
Sam  
Spartan;
 ill 
with 
the 
"flu".
 It 
must 
be 
stressed 
first of 
all,  for 
his
 sake, 
Sam 
should  
report
 to the
 college 
clinic,
 room 
31,  while he 
is still in 
the  
ambulatory  
stage.  A 
nurse 
will 
question 
him, 
record  
the
 
answers,
 and record
 his 
tempera-
ture. Sam 
and his 
record,  will 
be 
Vincent's infect
 io n - (trench 
then 
referred  
to the 
doetor. 
The 
mouth 
i 
cases 
of severe. boils, 
in- "doc"
 will 
give  him 
another 
going 
fluenza, virus pneumhnia, 
and 
similar 
ailments:
 
Isolation wards 
are main-
taineefor patients with com-
municable diseases 
(measles, 
chicken pox, Mumps). Cleanli-
ness and 
proper  sterilization
 of 
dishes
 and equipment is etnphat-
PREPARING
 ONE
 of the 
many  
carefully  
planned
 
meals  is 
Mrs.
 
Ora
 Knight, 
cook in 
charge of 
the kitchen at the 
McFadden  
Health 
cottage. Those
 in 
need 
of special
 diets also 
receive
 the 
same prompt service. 
photo  by 
Gmelin.
 
Have your FINAL 
study  sessions 
over
 Coffee & 
Donuts at . . 
. 
DIERKS
 
371 West San 
Carlos  
cottage
 
per -
such cases,  
over,  
searching
 for
 tell -tale
 symp-
toms,  
and
 send 
him to 
the 
medical  
laboratory
 
technician  
for a 
blood  
count. 
Next 
the  
doctor
 
writes  
mite  
admission
 
card
 to 
be 
presented  
to
 the 
head  
nurse
 at 
the  
health
 
cottage. 
On this 
card the
 pa-
tient's
 
diagnosis,  
orders 
for his 
care,
 and 
medication
 are 
writ-
ten.
 
At 
the  
cottage
 the 
nurse 
will  
fill
 out an 
admission
 form 
with 
answers  supplied
 by incoming
 Sam 
as 
to his family
 and home 
address. 
He then 
is
 put to bed 
where his 
temperature,  
respiratio
 n, and 
pulse are kept and
 recorded on a 
graphic 
chart.  From here on a. 
regular hospital routine is fol-
lowed.
 
Physician Calls 
Daily 
- - 
Daily  
the
 
college
 
physician
 
calls
 
to give .medical supervision. The 
doctor's
 
service  is not paid for in 
any manner
 by the student body. 
1   
MRS. VVILHEMIINA 
WATTS,  
head nurse at the 
health 
cottage,
 
is 
shown
 at- 
work
 in 
a 
typical
 
staff function. She Is 
taking
 
the 
temperature of 
Miss 
Anne 
Blackwell, 
Student
 
patient.  
  photo 
by
 Gmellia:' 
His  
services are 
provided  by the 
Health department
 at no cost to 
the student. 
Penicillin and other 
special
-drugs  are paid for by the 
patient.
 
The staff consists of Mrs. Wil-
hemina Watts,
 RN, 
head  
nurse,
 
and 
two other full-time registered 
nurses. They 
work  in around
-the-,  
clock 
shifts with relief 
being of-
fered 
by
 a part-time nurse.
 All 
menus
 are prepared
 by 'Mrs. 
Watts  who, 
on
 doctor's 
orders,  will 
turf)
 dietj9an. 
and prepare special 
diets
 for 
certain
 
patients.
 
A com-
petent
 cook 
heads 
the  kitchen
 di-
vision. 
Being 
an 
average  
patient, 
Sam 
will  stay 
at the 
cottage  
for  
about
 312
 
dais, 
according
 to 
figures
 of the 
1948-49
 cottage
 
year, 
released  
by Miss
 Mar-
garet 
Tvvombly,
 
head of the 
Health
 and
 Hygiene
 
department.
 
The
 
care 
and 
treatment
 offered 
hy
 the 
McFadden
 
Health  
cottage
 
are 
one of 
the 
best
 
medical
 
bar-
gains
 available
 today.
 The 
proof 
is 
in 
the
 pudding,
 for despite the 
vast 
increase 
in 
enrollment
 at 
State in the 
past few 
years,  health 
recoIds 
show a 
steady 
decrease
 ip 
patients 
admitted 
to
 the cottage.
 
_ 
. . 
. 
THE
 
STUDENT 
SUPPLY  
_AND
 GIFT
 
SHOP
 
70 E. 
San  Fernando
 
5° 
- COKE
 
5C
 
 CARMEL 
CORN 
 
MAGAZINES
 
 
STATIONERY
 
 
TOBACCOS
 
 
SCHOOL
 
SUPPLIES  
 
GR,EETING
 
CARDS
 
 
CANDIES
 
ILLSDALE
 
For 
those  vacation 
parties
 
itii_HILLSDALE
 
for
 the 
time  
of
 
your
 life!
 
EASY TO GET 
TO
  
CLEAN   
REMODELED
 
CALL
 
TODAY
 
DAY 
 CY 
5-9323  
NIGHT
 
 CV 2-8180
 
fessor here and ,WCNS
 adviser, 
will
 give a lecture 
and conduct 
tours to view desert plants and 
fishes.
 Other tours include one 
on desert and oasis birds by 
Dr.'
 
Matthew Vessel; Dr. Carl Duncan,
 
science department head, will 
speak on insects; Mr. Rocci Pi-
sano, on small animals. Mr.
 Pi-
sano will collect 
lizards,  ground 
squirrels and other small 
animals,
 
Dr. Rhodes said. Dr. P. Victor 
Peterson, former 
science
 depart-
ment
 head and now president
 of 
the 
L.A.-Orange
 County State
 
college, 
will  speak on mineral and 
chemical  deposits in Death valley.
 
Dr. Wayne 
Kartchner,
 facult y 
member, will tell of 
the  geological 
wonders 
of the valley.
 
One of 
the afternoon special 
trips is an 
excursion
 to Dante's 
View, 
taken  just before sunrise.
 
Dr. Rhodes said 
this spectacular 
view of 
the  whole valley
 is "a pa-
norama
 of 
colors  
7,--
 out of this 
world."  
Scotty's
 .castle, a Death 
valley 
tourists'
 "must," 
will be taken
 In 
by all 
students.
 At the 
same time 
the sand 
diggers  will 
scoot, 
down
 
Students
 to 
Become 
'Desert
 
Rats' 
for Week 
Some
 180 San Jc)se 
State college 
students will trek
 500 miles, 
come spring 
recess,
 to lay 
their  
sleeping
 bags on the hard 
board floors
 
of 
an abandoned
 CCC barracks
 in the 
middle
 of Death 
valley. They 
will  
do all  this,
 and 
spend about $40 
apiece,  for two 
units  of upper 
division 
transferable  
natural 
science  credit,  
Dr:
 
Gertrude  Cavins, west 
coast
 nature 
school 
adviser,  said   
yesterday.
 
the 800 -foot
 plunge of Ubehebe 
The 
annual WCNS trip
 
will  
be-
 
crater,  
an
 explosion
 
crater a half -
gin Sunday
 night, 
March  26, 
when
 
students
 and 
faculty  
rendezvous  
in the 
middle  of 
the  120 -mile
-long 
valley to 
hear
-a lecture
 on desert 
photography
 by Prof. 
Dwight Ben-
te', 
journalism 
department  
head. 
According
 to Dr. G. A. Me -
Calkins. aelesee (Realty member 
and camp 
director  on the trip, 
the students 
will  do all 
their 
own cooking, sleep on the hard 
floors in their own sleeping 
bags, and use their own gasoline 
SAS Graduate 
Writes  
Article  
On Bud 
Moth 
Dr. Harold
 F. Madsen,
 armer 
.San 
Jose
 State 
college  student,
 
recently 
got  a by-line 
in
 the Jour-
nal
 of Economic 
Entomology.  This
 
is 
the leading 
magazine in 
that 
field of insect research,
 according 
to Dr. 
Carl Duncan,
 Natural 
Sci-
ence 
department  head. 
mile 
across.  "It's more
 fun to 
watch  them 
scramble  back 
up,"1 
 
Spotted
 Bud 
Moth  on 
Prunes  in 
The article,
 entitled 
"The
 Eye -
California,"
 follows. 
en
 extensive  
statewide 
survey  by Dr. 
Madsen 
and others. 
Some of the work 
was 
done 
here in Santa
 Clara 
valley,
 
Dr. 
Duncan
 said.
 
While attendinn
 State, Dr. 
Mad-
sen 
achieved  distinction
 in his field 
and was 
graduated in 
1943 with 
departmental 
honors and class
 dis-
tinction.
 
Dr. Rhodes
 said. 
They 
will  have a 
chance
 to 
ride on a miniature
 train into 
an old 
Borax mine 
at Ryan and 
visit t hi. 
"fantastically  
beautiful"  
Mosaic
 
canyon.
 
Evening 
talks
 will 
include  "the 
49'ers 
and 
Death valley," 
"how 
the Indians 
survived,'!
 "ghost 
towns," "geology of the Great
 
basin,"
 and "migratory birds."
 
The daily trips and lectures will 
Dr. Robert 
Rhodes,
 biology 
pro-
 
irke-Itt -the-
 -ernit e 
-vaileyeireePt
 
for the 40 -mile southern portion 
which Dr. Rhodes 
Will  cover in 
one evening program. 
Slides he 
has taken on previous trips will 
be used 
throughout,  he said.  
Dr. Rhodes reports 
that  even 
If It does 
sound "ambitious" the 
students may find time to get 
a 23 -cent shower at Furnace 
Creek  inn or a swim at Death 
Valley Inn. He guarantees to 
wear the 
students out, but 
"they'll come back knowing 
more about Death 
valley than 
many other so-called desert 
rats." 
In the past 
not more than 150 
campers
 ventured
 the trip.
 "This 
year, we plan to bring back 180 
of you, alive," Dr. Rhodes said. 
The school will end 
Saturday,  
April 1. 
Spartan Daily 
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Member,
 Call. 
fornia Newspaper Publisher's
 Association. 1 
He
 received his 
Ph.D. last June
 
- the  
tirtiversity 
-cf'Cititforrtin-;-
Berkeley
 campus, where 
he is now 
employed as 
an
 extension ento-
mologist for the state. Dr. Duncan
 
described his job as "one of the 
really good positions available.dur.. 
ing the last few yeart." 
Society Elects 
James Fortney was elected pres-
ident of Iota Delta Phi, French 
honor society, at a regular meet-
ing.Wednesday night, according to 
Professor Lee Newby, 
Modern  
Languages  department head. 
Other officers elected for the 
spring quarter are Don 
Holly,
 
vice-president; Dorothy 
Copriviza,  
secretary;
 
Cliff  
Wurfel,  treasurer; 
and Dolores 
Rose, historian -re-
porter. 
GIRLS! 
GIRLS!  GIRLS! 
Reservations
 are now being
 taken for 
residence at Pratt 
Hall, girls' dormi-
tory, for the Spring Quarter. Board
 and 
room for the quarter, 5135 (14 meals
 per 
week). For further information contact 
Mrs. Pritchard, office of the 
Dean  of 
Women.  
Mac, Me, M, 
N, 0, P, 
9, R, 
S, 
I  
G, 
H, 
Students 
Monday,
 March 20, 1950 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
1 
Regigtration Hours 
are  
Listed
 
The 
schedule  for spring quarter registration Is 
as
 
follows:
 
MONDAY, APRIL
 3 
7:30 
T, U, V, 
9:30
 C, 
8:00 W 
to Z, 
10:00 
D, E, 
8:30
 
A, 
10:30
 
F, 
9:00 
B, 
11:00
 
1:SO
 
2:00
 
2:80
 
TUESDAY,
 APRIL
 4 
8:00 
I, J,  
9:00 Lard Gentili) 
130 
8:30 K, 14, 
9:30 
who are 
not ready to register at the 
beginning 
of
 
regis-
tration 
day, bechuse of unpaid fines 
automatically go into 
the  last group. 
or tees and late 
applications,
 
Guest
 
Speaks
 
Louis B. Lundborg,
 administra-
tive
 
vice-president  of the 
Bank 
of 
America, will be guest
 speaker at 
a luncheon in 
the  Sainte Claire 
-- April
-4,  
during the 
secqnd
 day of a con-
vention
 of the t alifornia Business
 
Educational association. 
Tho convention
 is ta be atten.ded 
by more than 300 
commerce  
teachers  from all sections 
of
 Cali-
fornia.  Dr. 
Wilburn 
Wright,  of 
the 
San  Jose 
State 
college
 com-
merce 
department,  is 
to
 be lunch-
eon
 chairman. 
Speak  well of 
your enemies. 
Re-
member,  you made 
thertr"  
--ATTENTION --
For a nutritious 
well-balanced lunch
 
come to 
the 
SAN JOSE 
BOX LUNCH 
Across 4th 
on
 San Antonio 
Open *till
 2:45 P.M. 
Sandwiches  Milk 
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream 
WE SOLICIT 
ORDERS  FOR 
FIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS 
Established
 1925
tine!
 TWO
 NEW 
SERVICES:  
Bachelors  
Laundry
 
i 
2. 
"Retex"  
Shirts in at 
9:00
out at 500. 
Praising
 Lasts 
Longer!  
Mothproofed!  
qe/deft
 WeAs t 
Dry 
Cleaners
 
--EIGHT
 CONVENIENT
 LOCATIONS
 
25-29
 S. Third Street
  Main Plant 
 CYpress 2-IQ52
 
275 E2 
William  231 
Willow  
24th
 
& Santa 
Clara 
1199 
Franklin,  Santa 
Clara  1740 
Park  Ave. 
1335
 Lincoln, 
Willow  Glen 
BOOKS 
APE
 
CASH
 
CASH for
 SPRING
 VACATION
 
CASH
 
for next 
quarter's
 books 
FOR 
HIGHEST
 
PRICES
 
134 
E. 
San 
Fernando
 
YOUR 
BOOKS  
AT
 
THE  
E 
NDOVEACH
 QUARTER 
-WAIT 
UNTIL
 THE
 
BEGINNING
 
OF 
THE 
NEXT!
 
VETERANS:
 
We
 
Welcome
 
your
 
patronage 
"ASK
 THE 
MAN 
WHO 
TRADES  
HERE"
 
NEXT 
QUARTER  HAVE 
YOUR  
CARD
 
STAMPED:
 
ia
 
Book
 
Co.
 
"The 
Friendly
 
Student
 
Store"
 
Just Across Fourth from Student Union 
 
."
 4 
a 
- 
AV* 
Presents
 
Pleb
 
Ball
 
Gamma
 Phi Beta 
sorority pre-
sented  its 
annual  pledge 
danc 
Saturday  
night in 
the 
Garden
 
Room 
of
 the Casa 
del Rey- 
hatej  
in Santa 
CruZ. 
Bob
 
Russell  
and
 his 
orchestra 
furnished
 the 
music  for 
the semi-
! formal
 affair 
which 
honored  
the
 
sorority's  
22
 pledges.
 
Members,  
pledges  and 
guests of 
the sorority
 enjoyed 
a buffet 
din-
ner at 
1.1w
 chapter_bouse-preced--
ing 
the  dance. 
Miss Diana L 
atwlo r was in 
charge 
of arrangements. 
Other 
committee members 
were  Miss 
Barbara
 Graves, in charge of din-
ner..arrangements. and _Miss. Peg 
Major, in charge of bids. 
Patrons  and patronesses were 
Mr. and Mrs. 
Ron L. Avery, Dr. 
and Mrs. 
0. C. Williams and Mr. 
and Mrs. Eugene Jung. 
Delta Theta Omega 
SKs
 
Honor
 
Sister,  
Stages 
Initiation  
At 
Surprise
 
Lunch  
Five 
pledges  of Delta -Theta 
Omega fraternity
 Were formally -
initiated into 
the  organization 
A 
surprise
 luncheon 
shower held 
at 
O'Brien's  restaurant 
Thursday, 
Friday, March 17,
 at the local
 
c 
feted Miss Ramona.
 
Hicks,
 bride- 
chapter house, 
according  to Eben 
elect of Don 
Mehrtens. 
Hubbard, 
pledgemaster.
 
Planned by 
Miss  Dorothy 
Ellis, 
Sigma 
Kappa sorority sister
 of the 
honoree, the 
party's  guests in-
cluded
 the Misses
 Jeanne 
Thomas,  
kay Dewey. Ann 
Cunningham, 
Dottie Degan, Gerry Her t zo g, 
Claire 
George,  and Ellen Copeland. 
A dinner -dance in honor of the 
pledges 
was held following the 
initiation ceremony. Forty 
cou-
ples were in attendance at the 
affair which took
 place at 
the 
Town and Country lodge in Ben 
Lomond. 
Fraternity members and their 
Following the 1 tn cheo n, 
the 
, guests
 were 
served steak 
dinners
 
i
  
and danced to -the music of Herb 
Pat 
noes
 combo. _ 
Delta Theta °mak*. Alvisers 
Mtn - E - on_ behalf of .tne_Jack Holland and Charles Gulch -
sorority.  
were Pete Isola, John Steel, Bill ' 
Miss Hicks will marry Mehrtens 
Miller,
 Bill Young -and Pete -Hart-
March 
28. She is a senior French man. 
ma"jor from San 
Carlos.  Besides 
her 
affiliation  with 
Sigma  
Kappa,
 t-1 
she is a 
member of _the 
Black 
lyrotips  Hold Meet 
Masque
 society. 
The 
future bridegroom is a 
commerce major 
from Alameda. 
waitress brought in a sterling sil-
ver cream and pitcher set which 
was
 
presented  to the 
future  bride 
4 SPARTAN DAILY Monday, 
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Le rechauns Gamma
 
Phi  Beta 
Honor St. 
Pat 
Dancing amid all -green decora-
tions,' San Jose State college stu-
dents feted St. ' Patrick at the 
"Leprechaun Leap" Friday night. 
Brent Wilson played for the dance. 
A 
huge  Shamrock
 bearing the 
name of the dance formed the 
background for the bandstand. 
A nine -foot moss -covered moun-
tain, with leprechauns
 frolicking 
over it, rose out of the middle of 
the  floor, forming the 
central fig-
ure for 
the  Irish 
theme.
 Green 
streamers  
stretching
 across 
the 
ceiling 
fell
 in twisted 
strands at 
the
 corners
 of the 
room. 
Dike 
Deras,...s.jairmap
 of_ _t 
Social  Affairs committee, 
sponsor-
ing 
group  for 
the  dance, 
declared, 
"Everyone  
seemed 
to
 enjoy 
the  
dance,
 and we 
hope to 
find -an-
other
 original
 theme 
for the 
sched-
uled 
dance  
next
 
quarter."
 The
 
quarterly  
registration  
dance  is also 
sponsored  
by
 the 
committee.
 
Co
-('(I
 Will Show 
Cotton 
Wardrobe  
By NANCY LOUGHLIN 
Proving
 that cotton has pro-
gro-.sged 
from the kitchen
 to high 
fashion, designers
 have completed 
an all -cotton 
wardrobe for 
Miss 
Elizabeth
 McGee. Spartansburg,
 
S. 
C.,  coed. 1950's Maid of Cotton.
 
ard were present.
 Those initiated 
Gamma
 Phi Beta sorority and 
Sigma Pi 
fraternity  held a joint 
meeting  Monday, March 13, at the 
sorority chapter house. 
After the 
sorority's  meeting, the 
Sigma Pi members 
serenaded  the 
sorority  girls and then vtere in-
vited in for singing 
and  dancing. 
Refreshments 
were  served.  
Miss 
McGee
 will 
tr-amol to 30  
V. S. 
cit ies 
atirlo
 
London,
 and 
Paris as King 
Cotton's  ambassa-
doress of 
good will. Her 
wardrobe 
has 
been  designed by such top-
notchers .as 
Margaret
 Newman, 
Chee 
Armstrong,  
and  Martini
 and 
indicates that
 cotton can 
do any-
thing
 that silks
 and 
satins'  can. 
. 
A 
shining
 
cotton
 satin  
fabric
 
designed
 . by 
Margaret 
 Newman 
combines
 a' pink
 blouse 
with  a 
deep 
cranberry
 skirt 
with an 
out-
standing  
sarong
-draped
 skirt.
 
The
 entire 
spring  
wardrobe  
Util-
izes 
cotton  only 
which
 
is used in 
a 
red and
 
white  
checked  
corduroy
 
suit
 and 
such 
evening 
wear
 
as
 
I 
cotton  
satins
 and 
delicate
 
sheers.
 r 
Metal 
Craft  Sets 
 Copper Tooling Sets for 
brass & aluminum
 1.95 
 Copper & aluminum 30c sq. ft. 
 Brass 35c sq. ft. 
 
Designs
 & Patterns
 
10c, 15c, 25c
 
San
 
lose
 
Paint
 
& 
Wallpaper
 
Co.
 
CV. 2-1447 
112 
SOUTH 
2ND  ST. 
New
 
Smash  
Hit  
Underwood
 
Leadei
 
Model  
Portable
 Typewriter  
! 
! 
1,1 
$59.50 Plus 
Tax 
ROBERTS
 TYPEWRITER
 
COMPANY
 
"The Underwood Agency." 
Easy  
Pariing   
156 
W.
 San 
Fernando
 St. 
CYpress
 
2-4842  
Co-op
 Elects 
Esther  
Esther 
Buchner  is the new pres-
ident  of Grace 
Hall,  after an elec-
tion at the 
regUlar
 house
 meeting  
14 
onday night.
 Other officers
 
elected
 are: 
vice-presidents,
 
Doc  
Vitale 
and Carmen
 Smith;
 secre-
tary,  Mary
 
Dougherty;  
food  man
-
Buchner
 
Prexy  
ager,
 Lavina 
Sanders;
 
financial
 
manager,  
Jackie 
Townsend;
 
and 
member
-at
-large,  
Rose  
Patella.  
Lost:
 A 
fountain  
pen  by 
a lady 
half full of blue ink. 
.21e
 
ROM  
P 
Op 
Specials
 
for Groeff Corsage
 
Order,  - 
_ 
FREE DEUVRY
Pheni
 
CV 
441.34 Mils CI. 
1-4293
 
402 S. FIRST ST. 
HANGOVER
 
when 
you
 
smoke  
PHILIP  
MORRIS!
 
HERE'S
 
ALL
 
YOU  
DO!
 
n 
just
 
a 
few
 
seconds
 
you
 
can
 
prove
 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS
 
IS
 
DEFINITELY
 
LESS
 
IRRITATING
 
than
 
the
 
brand
 
you're
 
now
 
smoking!
 
t
 
 
light
 
up
 
a 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS
 
THEN,
 
just
 
take
 
a 
puff
 
DON'T
 
INHALE
 
5,4_o
-W41
 
let 
the 
_It
 
w 
Telgrn...11:r.ough
 
ten,
 
your
 
PHIUP
 
NOW
 
YOU
 
KNOW
 
WHY
 
YOU
 
sHouto
 
-SMOKING__MCHMISI
 
nese.
 
 
Everybody  
talks
 about 
PLEASURE,
 
but  
only
 ON!?
 cigarette 
has 
really
 
done
 
something
 
about
 it. 
That 
cigarette
 is 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS!  
Remember:
 less 
irritation
 
means  
more 
pleasure.
 
And 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS
 is 
the  
ONE  
cigarette
 
proved
 
definitely  
less 
irritating,
 
definitely
 
milder,
 
than  
any  
other  
leading
 
brand.
 
NO 
OTHER 
CIGARETTE
 
CAN 
MAKE
 
THAT  
STATEMENT.
 
YOU'LL  
BE 
GLAD 
TOMORROW
YOU
 
SMOKED
 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS
 
TODAY
 
. 
light
 
up
 
your
 
present
 
brand
 
Do
 
exactly
 
the
 
same
 
thing
 
DON'T
 
INHAI.E.
 
Notice
 
that
 
bite,
 
that
 
sting?
 
Quite
 
a 
difference
 
from
 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS!
 
gt 
PHILIP
 
MO
 
IS 
_ 
1 
ti  
SI
 
81
 
I. 
II 
dl 
A 
s 
, 
1.1.1.70r000041911011,78100...00.1141141,..11.1.1S4ITOOMISOVIW.,7,1.'".'
 
 
. . 
 
' 
I 
 
Dr.
 
Palmer
 
released  the 
follow-
ing 
schedule
 of camp 
directors
 to 
 
be 
here.  
April
 10,
 Monday, 
at 10 a.m., 
Helen  
Gould
 of 
the 
Northern
 San 
Mateo
 
county
 Girl 
Scouts will in-
terview
 
for  their summer 
camp 
located
 
in the Santa Cruz moon. 
tains.
 At 
1:15 o'clock 
the  same 
day
 
Lois  
Little of- 
the  Sequoia 
' 
District
 
Girl 
Scout
-office will in-
terview
 
for 
Camp  Woodhaven;
 15 
miles  
from 
Redwood 
City on the 
1,,g_tion4   
_ 
April
 11,
 Tuesday, -at 10 a.m., 
Virginia
 
Johnston
 of the Palo Alto 
Girl 
Scout  group 
will 
interview
 
for
 
a 
variety
 of camp counseling 
jobs. At 1:15 
p.m. Mary La 
Fer  
will 
interview
 for
 Camp Pescadero 
-----------ef-t-be-Watsonville
 
council,
 
11 
miles  south of Watson-  
er said. 
vine 
in
 the 
Redwoods.
 
April 12, Wednesday,
 at 1:15 
p.m., Mrs. Wing and Mrs. Barney 
Interviews  
to 
Begin' 
Classified  Ads 
For
 
Camp 
Counselors
 
FOR RENT 
Room and board for college; 
April 10 
through  13 
has 
been set 
aside 
by the 
San 
Jose
 State b4s. *Four vacancies,
 11 
meals  
college
 
Women's P.E.
 
department
 for 
student
 interviews with
 sum- 
weekly,
 also board 
only. 
380 S. 
mer
 
camp
 
counseling 
directors
 
who 
will 
be
 on 
campus. 
' Dr. Irene
 Palmer, 
department
 head, 
stated yesterday that all 
persons
 
who  
have
 filled 
out 
application
 blanks 
for  summer counseling 
jobs 
should
 come in 
during  reg-
istration
 
week to 
make  interview 
Barbara 
Hatch of the 
Mann coun-
appointments.
 
ty 
Camp
 Fire Girls will 
interview
 
for 
Camp  Kilowana
 on 
the  north-
ern 
slope  of 
Mt.  St. 
Helena  on 
the  
Eighth street 
for college 
boys. 
Clear 'Lake
 highway.
 
Single and bunktbeds. Also
 a room 
for one boy to share an apartment 
with three others. 
Vacancy for two men to share 
room.
 Ideal 
for 
.study.
 
$15  each. 
Furnace  heat.
 360 8: 
Ninth-stre  
Good board and room. 
265  N. 
Fifth street, CY 
5-3772. For 
col-
lege men. 
"We 
urge
 
that  
anyone, 
regard-
 
DR.  
less 
of
 their 
major,  who 
is inter -
of the 
Girls'
 Activities  
Council
 
of
 
ested  in 
working
 with 
young  peo-
Salinas
 area
 will -interview 
for  
pie 
and 
would  
enjoy  a 
summer
 in 
Camp
 
Cawatree  in 
the  Los 
Padres
 
the
 outdoors, 
report  
to 
Mrs.  Le -
National
 Forest, Arroyo 
Seco,  
nore
 Luedemann's
 desk 
in the, 
Monterey
 county.
 
Wornen's
 gym for 
application,"  Dr. 
April 
13,  Thursday, at..10 
a.m.,  .Palmer
 said. 
Educational
 
16 -6i
-A
 
-Associiiiim
 
- To Hold 
Annual
 Spring Convention 
the  California. 
Educational
 Re-
search association will be 
held  at 
San Jose State 
college
 Saturday, 
-:March
 25.
 
The conference will include reg-
istration in the 
Natural Science 
building; 
followed  there 
by
 general 
and 
section  meetings.
 A luncheon,
 
under the
 joint 
sponsorship  of 
Alpha 
Omega Field 
chapter
 of Phi 
Delta 
Kappa and 
San  Jose Alum-
nae 
chapti.----of-Pi-Lainlicla
 T 
The 
annual spring 
conference of   
Return  
Volumes
 
will  
be,
 
held
 at 
O'Brieics  restau-
rant.  
Se&ion meelings and  a 
general 
business
 
meeting
 will take
 place
 
in the
 afternoon in 
the 
8  -cc 
building.
 
Officers
 of 
the 
association a 
e: 
 
Harold  D. Carter, 
president,
 U 
 _..m"s117 
of
  
nia;  
Arthur
 H. 
Polster,
 first 
vice-president.
 
Sacra-
mento 
City schocils:
 Brant Clark,
 
. second 
vice-president.  
San  
Jose 
State college;
 and Lawrence
 T. 
Craw
 
for d, 
secretary
-treasurer,
 
Chico Stale 
college.
  
Brant
 Clark 
of the 
Psychology
 
department,  
is taking
 
reservations
 
for 
the   
luncheon._  
. . 
Two 
Jobs
 
Open  
For 
CT
 
,Students
 
 INvo 
slitaMITI,
 on' 
male
 and 
one  
female,
 ei h T 
Occupational
 
Ther-
apy or 
i:c.nvz.lion
 
°majors, are 
wanted  
for  
summer
 
work  at 
the 
Chandler  
Tripp 
school,
 Mrs.
 Elea-
-nor
-Mann.  
assistan_t_professor
 
of  
occupational 
therapy,
 
announced
 
today.
 
 Applicants  
for
 
the  
position
 
nalst  
have
 some 
working
 
experience
 
? with children. 
The
 
six
-week
 
job
 
will 
consist 
of 
working
 
with
 crip-
pled
 
children
 
ranging
 
from
 
two 
to 
19 years
 in 
age..
  
. 
Additional
 
information
 
may 
be 
received by 
calling
 
Mrs. 
Esther.
 
Pinkston,
 
Crippled
 
Children's
 
So-
ciety,
 
CYpress
 
4-3308.
 
-Before 
Vacation  
Tomorrow will 
be
 the last day 
for books 
to be returned 
to
 the 
Library prior to spring vacation, 
Miss- Joyce Backus, 
librarian; an-
nounced Friday. 
Students will be allowed to 
re-
- 't 
is--
Large room,
 655 S. Ninth street. 
-verytiting-  hr./fished: -Ittro 
cleaned daily.
 Adequate bathroom 
facilities. $20 a month. 
Large room, 253 S. Ninth .street. 
Everything. furnished. Rooms 
cleaned daily. 
Adequate  bathroom 
facilities.  $19 a mdnth. 
--Comfortable roonta-fer
 men 
dents. With 
or without kitchen 
privileges.
 805 S. Eighth street,. 
CY 2-2525. 
Summer school viSiting profes-
sor wishes a three -bedroom home, 
July 1 - Aug. '15. Contact
 G. A. 
Waller, 
department  of psychology, 
or call 
CY
 34966.  
Vacancy 
for
 
men  
s t dent
 s. 
Kitchen,:
 
showers,  
two
 study 
rooms, linen, 
laundry
 privileges,
 
andj  ;L 
-entrance.
 $6---e--week. 
458-N. 
Fourth  street. 
Clean comfortable 
roomfor
 
boys,
 board if desired. 
750 E. St. 
James. 
CY 4-2975. 
Nlee -clean 
rooms for college
 
men. 357 
S.
 13th street, CY 3-0474.
 
Nice  room for 
two
 girls. Cook:. 
ing privileges.
 180 S. 15th 
street.  
necessary
 that they have them, 
but all books must be returned
 by 
Thursday,
 otherwise
 grades 
will  be 
held up by 
the Registrar. 
Room
-ma  
wanted:  
Girl,  house-
keeping  privileges.  
 
Corner of 
Ninth  and 
Santa  Clara 
streets. 
I Call CY 4-2304 
after 6 p.m. 
blocks
 from 
college.  
$15 
a 
Month., 
Rooms,.
 for
 
men: 
426 S. 
Seventh  
street,
 CY 
3-1938.  
POR 
SALE
 
 
Table,modlil
 record
 player
 with 
good 
tone  and. 
quality.
 
Call
 
Diane
 
at 
CY 
3-9978
 
after  5 
p.m. 
Miss Backus also announced the 
Underwood  
portable
 
typewriter.
 
owing hours for the 
Library  
Elite 
type.
 
Excellent
 
condition.
  
'rig 
vacation:
 
rides'.
 
March  
24: 
8 a.m. to 5. 
P.m 
du 
Saturday, March 25: 9 a.m. to 
1 p.m. 
Monday, March 27 through Fri-
day, March 31: 9 a.m. to '12 noon; 
1 p.m. to 4 
p.m. 
Saturday, 
April 1: closed. 
Archie's
 
for 
...Steaks
 
545 
SOUTH
 SECOND ST. 
Fourth street, CY 
3-9942. 
Lois  Kapp,
 camp 
director 
of 
Camp 
Kimtu,
 Camp
 Fire Girls 
camp
 on 
the 
Trinity  
river 
in 
Mini-.  
t c.ounty.
 
asked
 that 
all  Eiji -
pi icat 
iOns  he 
sent 
direct
 to her. 
The P.E.
 de-
partment
 has 
ap 
ions
boys' 
and 
girls'
 
summer
 cannx
 
and day camp:
 
connected
 will
 
the 
Oakland
 Re-
creation
 depart
-
PALMER
 
11
 
Announcements
 
-ski Club: Give 
-La Torre snap-
shots  to 
person
 at booth 
in library 
arch
 which will 
remain
 open from 
10:30
 
a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. 
today.  , 
...juniors: 
Class council 
meeting4  
neit quarter 
will  be held at 
4:Xl 
p.m. 
_Mondays
 in Student I mon. 
ehrlstian 
Science Organization:  
Meet at 
7:30 p.m. 
tomorrow  in 
Room
 
21.  
AX 
6-5588,
 
evenings.
 
WoMen's  
golf
 clubs,
 3 
woods,  
5, 
ns.-and-s-
 cart:-
 
Almost
 new,
 a 
bargain. 
715 S. 
Eighth  
street.  
PERSON
 
AL 
Term 
papers  
typed.
 Rapid 
and 
accurate.
 $1.25 
an hour. 
20
 years 
experience. 
28
 S. 13th street, 
CY 3-0738. 
FEATURING
 
LATEST 
STYLES 
IN 
HAIRCUTTING  
CYpress 5-2441 
156 
WEST  SAN 
CARLOS 
STREET 
Across from 
Civic
 
Auditorium
 
R.00rns for e011ege girls. 
privileges. Modern
 furniture. 114 
S. 11th street, San 
Rooms for girls. Kitchen privi-
leges. 
$22.50 a month. 
105 S. 
11th 
street, CY 5-9932. 
Nice clean rooms at 567 S. 
Monday,
 lisfarch 20, 
1950 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  5 
Herold 
Heads
 
Committee
 
At 
'Y' 
Regional
 
Conference  
,Marie
 Herold
 of 
San Jose 
State
 
colWge,
 and
 George
 Bekey
 of 
the  
University
 of 
California
 at 
Berk-
eley, 
both 
associate
 
co-chairmen
 
of 
the  
Pacific
 
Southwest
 
Regional  
Student
 
YMCA
-YWCA 
executive
 
committee,  
will head 
the 
planning
 
committee  
for  the 
Northern  
Re-
gional 
conference:
 The
 event 
will 
be 
held
 April 
21, 22  
and 23 
at 
Camp
 Campbell. 
Bob 
Dean,"vice-president
 
of
 the 
local
 
Student
 Y 
group, 
will be 
in 
charge  
of the 
delegaticin
 
repre-
senting 
San 
Jose
-
 
State 
college.
 
_Jst_the_three_day  
meeting. leadn 
ershiP
 
training  will be 
given  
to 
leaders  
and
 
potential
 
leaders
 of 
the 
Student  Y 
in most 
of north-
ern 
California
 colleges,
 
including
 
the 
University
 of  
Califorpia.Xol-
lege
 of the 
Pacific, 
Fresno  
State
 
college,
 Stanford
 university,
 San 
Jose State 
college
 and the 
College
 
of 
Mann.
 
Chairman
 
Named  
For 
Spring  Mixer 
 
John 
Fuller,  
freshman
 
from 
Santa Cruz, Cal., was appointed 
freahmanChiaman
 for 
:ffie-ifirifig
 
Frosh-Soph° 
mixer Thursday by - 
the class council, according -to 
Class President Tom Arvin. 84-
motir Abrahams 
was  named to' 
-head the 
Membership  
committee.
 
First  
'council
 
meeting,
 of the 
ng quarter will be held 
at 3.3t).. 
o'clock in RoOm 
116 on the sec-
ond Wednesday after registration. 
Meetings 
during the term will con-
tinue 
to be held at thig'time. The 
council -a-gent/a-includes pitorr-far - - 
a 
"bigger
 and better
 
mixer",
 ac;-; 
cording 
to Chairman Fuller, and 
a council party.. 
dramatized  
a 
cabinet
 
meeting,,  
After  a 
selected  
group  has 
,r 
conference 
attenders 
will
 
assumer 
rotti--uf um/Mo.s
 of a local 1 
association
 
working  as 
membetts
 
of 
committees
 
appointed
 by 
a 
cabinet 
to follow 
'through  on the 
problems
 raised. 
Observatiqns
 of 
the 
cabinet's
 I 
and 
committee's  
meetings 
will be 
made 
anti  
presented
 
to
 show 
how 1 
local  
"Y"  
leaders
 
can be 
more 
effective 
in their
 own 
associations.
 
Vice-president 
Dean 
states  
that
 I 
Jose  
State
 college  
will
 
have 
Consolidated
 
the largest
 
delegation
 of 
all the 
I 
IMMO MIMS 
24
-Hr.
 
AcEr_i;/TR
 
SERVICE
 
LAUNDRY
 
participating_
 colleges
 present
 
-at
 
Camp 
Campbell.
 
2Nive--1  
leilaterani 
Santa
 Clara St. at 12th 
Dry  
Wash  
Special
 
I 
IIn
 or 
Picked 
9 
Up 
by 
10 
a.m.,
 
IREADY
 
NEXT
 
DAY! 
BARITEAU'S
 
CONSOLIDATED
 
LAUNDRY
 
IPhone
 
CYpress
 3-6630 
I 
496 West 
San  
Fernando
 
St. 
mmi 
so21 
Seniors 
. . . Get 
Your
 
Placement
 Pictures
 Now 
Appointments
 are now beirng taken for placement
 pictures, 
sizes 
21/2-x?1/4"
 
$5.00
 dozen
 
$3.50
 half 
dozen  
"Proofs Shown 
In
 Three Days" 
BUSHNELL'S
 STUDIO 
34 No. 
First SI. CYpress 
4-8877  
This is 
Your 
Invitation:
 
San
 
Jose  
Milli!  
College
 
Choir  
, 
presents  
"Life
 of 
Christ"
 
Montgomery
 
Theatre 
Tuesday,
 
March
 
21
 
8 
p.m.
 
al. 
"THE  LAMPLIGHTERS" of 
KSJO  
our 
.1 
"SAN JOSE
 BIBLE 
COLLEGE MALE 
QUARTETTE"  
No 
Admission
 Fee No Offering 
6 
SPARTAN  
DAILY
 
_ 
Monday,  
March  
20,
 1950 
1On,,
 
7 
 
BY 
BERK
 
BAKER
-
IN NEW 
YORK
 CITY, a 
week
 
from 
today, basketball 
coaches
 
from 
all 
over the country
 
will 
congregate  for 
the annual 
bas-
ketball  
coaches
 
convention.
 
Among these
 masterminds
 of the 
indoor sport  
will be San
 
Jose
 
State's 
Walt  McPherson. 
McPherson,
 who tutored
 the 
Spartans
 to their 
greatest hoop 
season 
during the
 past 
few 
months, is making his 
first
 ap-
pearance 
at 
a-iiiitional
 
conclave 
of 
this
 type. 
On the agenda
 for McPherson,
 
among other things,
 is linint up 
some games for 
his cagers for 
the 
junket to the 
Midwest next 
hardwood time. Could be that the 
trip may extend further than the 
Midwest. That is, if the interest 
by 
Madison
 Square 
garden  
offic-
ials in the Spartans, is 
as valid 
as some 
reports have 
it. 
There  
is a possibility that the prune val-
ley quintet may appear in the 
pinnacle  of American basketball
 
sites. 
Madison 
Square. or not,
 Mc-
Pherson  
will line 
up a few
 good 
intersectionals
 for his 
coming
 
winter
 tour. 
And 
IF the, student 
council says 
okeh  to charging lo-
ra/ students-. at home- 'gitme-s, he 
may 
line  up some 
headliners  for 
Washington  
Square.
 
Aside from 
seeing
 
the.
 NCAA
 
playoffs,
 the coaches 
will  look 
over the 
rule book. 
The  two min-
ute rule is 
due for a 
revision.  But,
 
what 
to do? 
There  are as 
many 
suggestions
 for 
working- 
it-  over 
as 
there  are coaches.
 
McPherson
 believes 
the best 
thing
 to do 
is throw 
the  
final pair 
AUTOMATIC
 
SELF-SERVICE
 
LAUNDRY
 
7th & Virginia 
San Jose 
Phone 
CYpress  
2-5437 
HOURS:
 8 
A.M.  to 8 
P.M. 
SAT.:
 8 A.M.
 to 6 
P.M. 
SUN.:  10 
A.M. to 
3 P.M.
 
SOFT 
WATER
  
SOAP  
FREE  
DRYER
 
SERVICE
 

Plenty  
of 
Frei 
Parking
of 
minutes
 law out 
all 
together
 
and 
play 40 
minutes 
of straight
 
basketball.
 He 
isn't alone
 in his 
thoughts.
 BOwling Green's-
 
tutor,
 
Harold  
Anderson,  
voiced  the 
same
 
sentiment  
after
 his team
 dueled 
with Sparta in 
the Cow Palace. 
BOXING 
ENTHUSIASTS
 (we 
all are at SJSC) will 
be
 glad to 
hear that 
movies  of the Pacific
 
Coast 
Intercollegiate at 
Sacra-
mento this 
week  will be taken 
and 
shown to students later 
at a 
minimum 
fee. At 
a meeting
 of 
the  
Pacific Coast ringsiders the other 
night, the thought was forwarded
 
because
 many 
fans 
would  
not  be 
able to- 
witness  the event. So a 
hat was passed to pay for the cost 
of 
taking movies. 
Speaking of the PCI,  -Bee--Por-
tal thinks that local students are 
having
 illusions if they think San 
Jose is a shoo,in. 
"There are plenty 
of
 defending 
champs returning to keep their 
crowns," Portal says. "Local fans 
remember 
Idaho's  Carjson, he'll 
be 
there  
along with a, 125
-pound
 
sophomore
 who beat the 
man  who  
took Martinez in the finals of the 
nationals in 1949." 
POrtal
 
is already thinking
 about 
Spartan
 
boxing. in 1951. He 
does-
n't know who'll 
box  unless he 
can get 
some  good intersectionals. 
But that 
takes  money and 
the  
Student  Council has
 to say, U0 
ahead, charge enough to meet
 the 
guarantee." Many 
students pro-
test to the ante 
as
 
did  a 
pupil  in 
one 
of Portal's classes. 
--We coach's 
answer to the com-
plainer 
summed
 up the 
situation
 
well,  indeed. He said:
 "Students 
think 'that 
since  they. have bought 
a student body card
 
they
 shouldn't 
be taxed any 
more.  But a 
student
 
body 
card
 admits them to all 
or-
inary  events.
 An 
intersectional  
is 
-not ordinary; -We'll 
still  have 
plen-
ty of 
events with local teams
 when 
it won't 
be
 necessary 
to charge." 
So rests the
 
case
 for 
Spartan
 
intersectional  
basketball
 a n d 
boxing.  
It's
 all 
yours,  
Student
 
-Council. 
TAKE  
GOOD  
CARE
 
OF YOUR
 CLOTHES!
 
 
ALTERATIONS
 
 
REPAIRS
 
 
EXPERT CLEANING 
e-ria 
DYEING
 
 
 
Save by Cash 
and Carry 
S 
& H 
Green 
Stamps
 
 
Portia
 
Cleaners
-
William  
and 8th 
CY 
4.1917  
Si
 
Netters  
Beat  
Gaters 
and  
Fresno
 
Two  
victories  
were  
added  to 
the
 Spartan 
Tennis  team's 
ledger 
this
 weekend
 as 
they
 scored 
a 5-3 
win 
over  San 
Francisco
 State
 col-
lege in San 
Jose 
Friday 
afternoon  
and 
traveled to 
Fresno
 
Saturday  
where
 they 
chalked 
Up a 
9-0  tri-
umph
 over 
the 
Bulldogs.
 
Krikorian
 paced 
the 
Spartans  
to 
their 
win 
over
 the 
Gaters 
by 
taking the 
first 
singles
 
event.
 
Krikorian,
 Buhya,
 
Pheirts,  Par
--
nay,
 Russo
 and Gale
 all 
won their 
singles 
matches 
at Fresno,
 with 
Bulwa 
and  
Krikorian,
 
Phelps
 and 
Parnay
 and 
Russo  and
 Gale 
team-
ing 
up to, 
sweep  
the  three
 
ans 
ost only
 
one match
 out of 19 
played.
 
Gale  and 
Krikorian
 both 
scored  
6-0, 
6-0 victories over
 their op-
ponents 
in the 
singles
 
and Bulwa 
downed  
his man, 6-2, 6-0. 
WHEN 
IN
 SANTA CRUZ --DROP IN 
AT 
llick  and 
irnie:44 
choppiny
 
Center  
FOR 
YOUR 
Beach
 
and 
Picnic  
Supplies  
DRUG
 
SUNDRIES
 
SOUVENIR
 
CARDS
 
BEACHWEAR
 
REFRESHMENTS 
? t 
GROCERIES
 
MEATS  
Nick
 
and  
Ernie
 Faitos
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 
Waxham
 
Wins
 
1554b.
 
Mat
 
Title;
 
State
 
4th  
in
 
PCI
 
By Sam 
Goldman
 
Sophomore,
 
Frank  
Waxham  
won 
the 155
-lb. PCI
 
wrestling
 
crown 
Saturday  
night at 
Berek-
eley
 
with a 
decision
 
over
 Bob Kli-
there  of 
UCLA.  
Waxham
 wit* San
 
Jose
 State 
college's  
only
 champ-
ion but 
the Spartan
 
grapplers
 am-. 
massed
 13 points to 
finish
 fourth 
behind 
Oregon State 
college  with 
30, and
 San Diego State aid
 
Washington State 
college  with 20. 
If 
Dick 
Campbell
 hadn't 
suf-
fered  .an 
injury
 in 
the 
quarter-
finals
 
the 
Spartanmatsters  could 
well 
have 
captured  
the title.
 While 
pining bon Chaney of the 
Univer-
sity of 
California
 
in
 the 1,55-11). 
class, 
Campbell
 
sustained  a mis-
placed vertabra and had to de-
fault to Bill Mosby of OSC in -the 
semi-finals. Campbell was ticket-
ed to go the distance. 
Waxham opened his title quest 
California
 Blanks 
Spartan
 Nine,
 
4-0:  
Si Gets Four 
Hits  
Both 
the Spartan and 
Golden 
Bear 
baseballers  garnered four 
base knocks
 Saturday at Berkeley, 
but 
California managed 
to score 
four 
runs as 
well to 
defeat
 San 
Jose 4-0 on the 
Edwards
 Field 
diamond,
 - 
Pete 
Mesa and 
Dave  
Anderson 
for the Staters and Bears respec-
tively
 
hooked
 up 
in what
 could  
have been
 a real mound duel
 ex-
cept 
for the Spartan's 
errors. 
Only 
one earned rtin 
was  scored 
off Mesa 
with
 the other 
three 
having 
miscues
 as their 
source. 
Flite
 bouts by -the 
Josearts 
pav-
ed 
the  way 
for Mesa's 
downfall.
 
The 
earned 
markbr
 got
 home
 in 
the 
eighth
 frame
 
when  
Jerry  Sil-
ver 
stein,
 Bear 
third 
sacker,  sin-
gled
 into right 
field  
and 
tallied  a 
few 
seconds
 later 
on a 
triple 
by
 
Tom 
McNinch,  
Cal. first
 baseman.
 
Three  
consecutive
-fielding
-lap  
ses in 
the  second 
inning
 coupled 
with
 
a base knock
 jresulted
 in 
the, 
two runs. for California, They 
rang up another in 
the third in-
ning 
when
 Ddh Dodson 
batted in 
a run on an infield out: The base -
runner got on as a 
result of a mis-
cue and 
was advanced 
around
 with 
a single. 
Bob Wuesthoff 
combed  Ander-
son for two 
bingles, one a 
double.
 
Mel 
Stein managed one
 blow, a 
triple, and 
Pete  Mesa collected 
the fourth San Jose hit, a one ba-
ser. 
Nobody for the Bears got
 two 
hits. The average raisers were 
distributed among Henderson, the 
catcher,
 Silverstein, McNinch 
and  
Howe, the
 left fielder. 
Winovich, 
Raichart 
Iteieive Awards 
High 
scorers  awards were 
pre-
sent
 
---Winovich
 and 
Reichert last  Friday by RO-
TC 
Commander  'Col. J. J. 
Hea, 
leading marksmen on 
the  San Jose 
State college rifle 
team. 
The
 awards were 
presented
 dur-
ing the ROTC formation held at 
the Reed 
street  
school.
 
Winovich
 led 
the  
Spartan  ri-
flemen with a high 
average 
of 
271.22.
 San Jose ended 
the  season 
in third 
place in conference  stand-
ings. 
Louis Kirby, 
Reichert and Win-
novich
 are slated to represent 
the  
college,
 as 
individual 
marksmen, 
at 
the April 18 NRA 
National  
In-
tercollegiate
 Rifle meet to be 
held 
at Berkeley in the 
Hearst
 gym-
nasium. 
Following  are
 the 
averages  for 
the 
varsity riflemen: 
Matches 
Warren Winovich 271.22 
9 
Jack Raichart rt 270.00 10 
John Lundin 
268.44
 
9 
Don 
Madsen 
266.50 
8 
Louis Kirby
 
265.11 9 
Walter  
Reinhardt
 
262.70 10 
Robert McCarty 
261.00 9 
George 
Small 
260.4C  10 
Paul Kemmer
 
260.00
 7 
with a 
pin over
 Bob 
Walkup
 of 
by
 
Henry  
Stone,
 
California  
wrestl-
California
 in 
the 
quarters 
and 
ing 
coach.
 Election 
of conference
 
kept 
pace with a 
decision  
over
 
officers
 -resulted
 in 
the 
selection
 
San Diego State's
 
Compstok  
in of 
Bill 
Tomaras,
 Washington 
the 
semi-finals.  He 
then  
racked State 
college,
 
as 
president  and 
up
 the above mentioned
 
Kithera
 Ted
 
Mumby,
 San 
Jose  
State,  as 
for 
his  
victory.
 
_ 
vice-president.
 
The 
circuit  is 
com-
posed
 
of 
from 
10 to 
45 colleges
 
Arrangements are 
now
 under 
way to send 
Waxham to Cedar 
and
 
universities.
 
Falls, Iowa, to Iowa State
 
col-
 
The business
 end 
of the PCI 
lege for the NCAA 
wrestling
 get-together 
resdlted 
in
 the 
set-
ting 
of 
next year's 
tentative 
dates  
for the
 
grappling
 
tournament.  
Corvalis,
 Oregon, borne 
of 
Ore-
gon 
Vaie-college,
 was telikted 
as 
the
 
site,
 With 
the
 
tourney 
to be 
held 
the 
second
 
week
 in 
March.  
championships to , be held Mar. 
24,-26.
 
Ban Ichikawa
 won the 
consola-
tion 
brackets
 
121 -lb. division
 
by 
scoring a fall over
 
_Bob 
Flinn  of -
San 
Diego' ail 
min. 40s. 
A constitution,
 which, will gov-
ern the PCI wrestling 
conference,
 
was
 
adopted
 at Berkeley 
Satur-
day.
 
This 
document
 was drawn
 up 
State  Nine 
Downs  
Moffett
 
Field,  
12-4
 
Moffett 
Field, the 
Spartan's 
baseball
 cousin, 
took 
another  
shellarking  
from the 
Washington
 
Square 
combination
 
Friday  
after-
noon, 
12-4,  on 
their own
 estate.
 
In a 
previous
 
encounter
 
with  the 
Tars 
this  
season,
 the 
Staters 
pounded  out 
a lopsided 
12-3 vic-
tory. 
Mary 
Miller was 
the winning 
Reber., going the route 
and  let-
ting up nine- 
bingles.  He struck 
out 
seven gobs and 
walked four 
during the
 eight inning  
contest. 
Only 
two of the 
four enemy 
mark-
ers were 
earned. 
Glen 
Davis,  a pitcher 
playing 
rigbt field 
for the locals, rapped 
out a double and
 two singles to 
pace San Jose. Gene 
Worthington,  
3b, opened the ball game- with 
a 
home
 run and added a single later 
for his output. 
.,-Dean Giles, lb, Tom Burch If,  
and Miller each rapped two sin-
gles to give the Spartans a total 
of 11 hits. The -home 
club
 had 
five miscues while the 
Joseans
 
mmitted-fou
 
Following
 the 
Spartans  
ht
 the, 
scoring
 column 
came
 Cal .Poly 
with 10 points, 
University of 
Cal-
ifornia with 
9, San 
Francisco  
State with 7, 
and Fresno 
State  
with 
2. The 
California
 Aggies 
and 
Santa Clara failed
 to score 
paintS.  
With this 
action,  the 1950 
wrestling
 
season
 draws
 to a close. 
The 
Staters
 recorded a 
mark
 of 
five wins, two losses and two
 ties 
in duel 
competition and 
three 
firsts and seconds 
in 
tourney
 
meets.
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The Rebel Grill
 iq one of the  favor-
ite 
on -the
-campus
 
haunts  of 
students 
at the 
University  of 
Mississippi.
 
That's because
 the Rebel Grill is a 
friendly place, always full of the 
busy atmosphere of college life. 
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in col-
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Diez,
 
Marcil,  
McDonald
 
Martinez
 Win in 
Trials
 
By 
AL
 GBOSSI 
With  
an 
air of tension
 hanging 
over
 
Spartan
 gym, 
Raul Diez was 
awarded
 
the decision over his 165 -
pound
 
rival
 Pete 
Franusich  in the 
main
 
event  
of the PCI 
trial match-
es 
between
 
members 
of the
 San 
Jose
 
State  
boxing
 team 
held
 
last 
Friday
 
night_
 
_ 
In 
other
 
results of 
challenge  
Matches
 
155
-lb. Stan 
Mardi
 won 
a 
close
 
decision
 from 
Jim 
Nutt, 
Jim 
McDonald
 decisioned Johnny 
Johnson
 
in 
the 
145 -lb. 
class  
and 
125
-lb.  
Ma:.  Martinez tko'd Ernie 
_.Paramo.
 
In 
the  
preliminaries, 
San Jose 
State's
 
junior
 varsity 
defeated  Vi-
salia
 
Junior
 
college
 4-1 and Treas-
ure
 
Island  
3-0. 
136.4b_cha1Iengt
 
battle  be-
tween
 
Ed 
Martin and
 .Ted-Ftalli 
did  
not
 come off. San 
Jose
 Coach 
Dee
 
Portal  announced 
that Rat-
liff
 
was  
taken  ill 
on 
Thursday
 
and 
that 
Martin
 
will 
be
 the Spartan 
representative
 in the PCI tourney. 
The 
large crowd that was on 
hand'expected to see another slug-
fest
 
betwten Diez 
and  
Pranusich,
 
but 
that
 was not the
 case.
 Both 
men
 
settled
 
down
 
to a 
boxing duel 
and 
Diez won a close 
third  round 
to cop the decision.
 
The 
Marcil-Nutt
 affair 
was 
just 
as 
close.  Nutt pressed 
Mardi]  most 
of 
the way 
and 
kept
 him from 
landing
 any of his 
damaging 
hooks, but Mardi scored with a 
hard  right hand in the closing sec -
(Inds
 
of the
 third canto to grab 
the  dects13n. 
Jim McDonald 
battled
 
on even 
terms with 
Johnny
 Johnson
 
until  
the third frame
 when he caught
 
the latter 
with  a hook that 
put  
Johnson down
 just before the bell. 
Pretty much as 
expected, Mac 
Martinez  tko'd
 
Ernie Paramo in 
the third round. 
Paramo
 put up a 
game battle before referee
 Wayne 
Fontes
 
stopped
 
the
 
contest. 
In a three -round 
exhibition,  
ARCADIA 
RESTAURANT
 
Across from
 Civic
 Auditorium
 
1110 
W.
 SAN CARLOS 
SPAGHETTI  . . 
.45
 
RAVIOLI.  55 
Meat Balls, extra  
15
 
HALF  
CHICKEN
  85 
And French Fries 
ALL ORDERS INCLUDE 
HOT ROLLS AND BUTTER 
EXPERIENCED
 
AUTOMOBILES!  
Compare These
 
Prices
 
With Any In 
Town
-
'47 
WILLYS  
Sta. 
Wag.  1295.00 
41
 
PLYMOUTH  
Sed.
 095.00 
'37 
PONTIAC
 
195.00
 
'40 WILLYS Sedan 345.00 
'40 FORD
 Coupe'   
495.00 
'36 
FORD
 Sedan 
8.0
 
cteke,4
 
WILLYS
 
38
 
S.
 4th
 CY 
5-1105 
Vince Malone looked 
impressive
 
in an encounter with Don Schaef-
fer. Although no decision was an-
nounced, Schaeffer 
appeared to 
have 
the
 
edge. 
The results:  
I 125 Mike Rivera (SJ) dec. Jim 
Mason (V); 140, 
Les  Walters 
)SJ)
 
dec. 
Jose  
Miranda LTD; 
pki,
 Don 
Camp 
(SJ),  tko'd 
Carlos Padilla 
(V) 
2;
 145, Vic Harris  
(SJ)
 
-dec. 
'Manuel Torres (V); 155, Phil But-
ler (V) dec. Don LaClerque (SJ); 
165, 
Bill Mendoza
 (SJ) 
dec.
 Bob 
Rya d 
(TO 
;-175;  Jack Nelson (SJ), 
tko'd
 
,Gene
 Stevens 
(V)  3; 175, 
Darrell 
Dukes 
(SJ),
 kayoed Roy 
Vaughn 
(TI) 2. 
PCI 
Trials:
 125, Mac Martinez  
tko'd Erni.? 
Paramo; 145, Jim Mc- 
Monday, 
March  20, 1950 
Donald dec.
 Johnny Johnson; 155, 
-.Stan Maicil dec. Jim Nutt; 165, I 4 
Raul Diez dec. Pete Fratzusileb. 
Bill 
Mendoza,
 
Darrell
 Dukes,  
inn's Unit--Wirts-Track 
Mike Riv?ra and Don Camp . all 
looked in good shape in winning 
for the Spartan junior varsity. 
SPARTAN
 DAILY T 
MAT 
MEMOS  
Ed Mosher, 
By 
SAM  
SJSC Rally corn -
after
 having
 
read  the article 
pertaining  to the 
Mr. 
Spartan
 of San 
Jose State 
college, 
contacted
 me 
a 
n 
d 
Pre-
sented 
his  beliefs and 
explan-
ations 
on the 
college  
symbol.
 
Therefore,
 I feel 
that it 
is
 only 
fair 
and 
just to 
present
 Ed's.  
views
 
on 
the 
subjeet-
 
to the stu-
dents 
and faculty
 of the 
college. 
In 
reply to 
my 
questions,  Ed 
stated 
the 
following:
 
GOLDMAN 
(1)  There 
Is no 
intention  on 
the 
part
 of the 
rally  
committee
 
to 
scrap 
Mr.  
Spartan.  
In
 fact, 
Ed
 stated 
that 
for  the 
past 
month  a 
special  
committee
 from 
his  rally 
group 
has 
been  
secur-
ing 
student  
opinion
 on 
the  sub-
ject.
 They
 also 
have 
been 
study-
ing the
 entire 
situation,
 
and - 
already 
have 
presented  
their 
first 
report 
for 
revision
 and
 
better 
application
 of the 
sym-
bol 
college 
events.
 
Ed 
declared  that 
his committee
 
desired 
constructive
 
student
 and 
faculty 
suggestions  by leaving 
their 
suggestions  
in the 
Student  
Coop 
Mail  boxes addressed 
to 
him in Box
 M or to the 
committee  
in Box R. 
(2) As forthe cost
 of the pic-
turesque  
symbol,
 Ed stated 
that 
it did not 
cost $700. The cost
 of 
the head was 
only  $75. Other costs 
were 
the chariot, around
 $60, and 
the costutne cost approximately 
$20. $150 is a 
far cry from 
the 
rumored
 700 smackers. 
(3) 
For
 
question
 
No. 
3. Ed 
stated
 that 
the Iliad
 is not In-
sured for $500.
 He declared 
that it is valued at that amount, 
by the company -which 
created  
should represent
 the Spartan 
battler of 
ancient
 times. 
Ed adts-t-har 
ferent was 
desired
 by the rally 
committee.  He states that as 
yet 
the symbol has 
not been used to 
its fullest 
extent.
 Since Mr. Spar-
tan arrived barely in time for 
the football season, the person 
Meet;
 
Don 
Davis  Stars 
70 HI! --- B. 
Passey,  DTO; J. 
Twelve  
records were 
either 
Passey, SAE;
 Smythe, TC: 
broken or tied Friday 
afternoon
 
8.8 
in the Annual 
San  Jose State c01- 
16(TiLesIIR-e-coGrdI1.espie,
 SP; Mer-
lege 
Interclass  track meet held 
on 
the Spartan oval in 
which  Woody 
Linn's
 Theta Chi and 
Kappa Kap-
pa Gamma squad racked
 up 80 
DTO 
followed  the Linn 
unit 
home with 64 markers,
 Sigma Pi 
came next with 62, SAE
 scored 56 
and Delta Upsilon trailed 
the field 
with 
371,4.  
Awards were presented to Don 
wearing
 
°the
 
gem"
 
will
 
lukve  
to 
Davis
 
and  
Dick Welles as 
the 
get accustomed to it. 
Outstanding Vatsity 
and -Novice 
formers in the meet, and Jim 
Although  
Mr. 
Spartan  was or- Per 
iginally intended to 
be
 used at 
football
 games, Ed 
stated that 
its prfsentation at the basketball 
game was an exporiment The 
head
 is 
not  supposed 
to be com-
pletely
 
serious,  
but 
is for
 use as 
a form of satire in clowning the 
other colleges. The
 idea,is to keep 
the Spartan dignified while the 
other 
colleges  are making fools 
of themselves. 
Ed believes
 that by this 
Spring quarter, a
 
program will 
have been formulated to make 
effective use of ..the Spartan 
symbol so that it can be a credit 
to 
this
 college. 
This
 is the way
 the situation 
stands to date. Personally, I 
hope  
that Ed and his rally kiddies are 
successful in their venture in 
making  
the "big boy" an impor-
tant part of the college. 
However,  
if such is 
not the 
case, then the blame should not 
be 
put on Ed (nor did I intend 
to blame one 
person)  but 
upon 
the 
apathy 
that exists
 on this 
campus 
among  a major 
part of 
the students on the subject of 
"school spirit."
 
 Jr the Mr. Spartan creation 
to 
lift school 
spirit 
falls,
 
brother, there are going to he 
some red faces. Seven hundred 
the mascot, bat 
that no insur- 
dollars  or 
$150, 
which  ever an-
ance 
of
 the rumored
 amount 
gle 
yon 
look at it, is still a lot 
of $500 Nis 
been 
placed upon 
, 
of
 I'S 
greenbacks  to go toying 
the controversial
 Mr. Spartan.
 
Ed also presented some other. 
facts
 which should be presented 
at 
this
 time. 
The head 
was 
created by 
Ste-  
()vice
 
umniary  
yens
 Clensos studios, Hollywood, 
California.
 They are 
the  fore-
most creators of 
costume
 head de-
signs. It took them 
over a year to 
complete the 
task of creating 
"our" Mr. Spartan, which 
totaled
 
three months work.
 They did not 
charge the college for any of the 
labor costs.
 
. When_the
 
head was ordered 
originally it was to be of a 
comical nature, but -Mrs. Stam-
bough, the arkst who 
designed  
the 
head,  after having done 
over
 a month's
 research on the 
task, decided 
that the head 
should
 be serious. She
 believed 
that the 
Spartan warrior 
head 
100% 
Parafine  Base 
MOTOR  
OIL  
Guaranteed
 to give 2500 miles 
of 
perfect
 lubrication
 if proper 
oil level is 
maintained.  
S.A.E. 
GRADES 10 
TO 50 
2
-GALLON
 
SEALED
 
CAN  
$1.09 
AMERICAN
 
AUTO
 
SUPPLY
 
Northeast  
Cornet 
3rd and
 Santa 
Clara 
around with. 
Happy final exam time. 
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1320  -- 
Simpson,  
DU;  
Moore,
 
SAE; Slater,
 SP; Head, TC: 
Time, 
3:19.1. - 
75 Harrison, DTO; 
Busselle,
 
SAE; Vargas, DTO; Douglas, TC: 
Time, 7.7. 
352 - - 
Burnham,
 TC; Norris, 
SP; WhitseT, DTO: Time, 402. 
660 - 
Simpson,  DU; 
Capitola,
 
DU; Tie -Head, TC and Moore, 
SAE: Time, 1:30 
(New
 
Record).
 
180
 - - Harrison, 
DTO; Burn-
ham, TC; Norris,
 SP; Douglas, 
TC: Time 
,17.8. 
Mile and Half- - Al Weber, SP; 
Slater, SP; 
B. Tafoya, TC; Head, 
TC. 
70 HH - - Welles, DTO; 
Mel-
cher,
 TC: Time, 9.0 (New 
Record).  
160 
LH
 - - Henrichsin, TC; Mel-
cher, TC: Murphy, DU; 
Kazarin-
off, DU: Time, 18.5 (New Record).
 
Javelin -- Melcher, TC;
 Tie 
Carpenter, TC and Van 
Houten, 
TC: 
Bristow,  SP: Distance,
 145 
ft.  3 in. 
High Jump -- Welles, DTO; Tie
 
Calvo, TC and 
Johnson,  TC: 
Height, 6 ft.
 1 in. (New Record). 
Pole Vault
 -- Tie --Van 
Houten,  
TC and 
Gillette,  SP; 
Anderson,
 
SAE: Height, 11 ft. 
Shot - 
Alsup, 
SAE;
 Faulk, 
SP; 
F. Silva, DTO; 
Bristow, SP: Dis-
tance ,42 ft. 8% in. 
Discus - 
Alsup, SAE; 
Luchetti,  
TC;  Van 
Houten,  
TC;  
Melcher,
 
TC: 
Distance,
 136 ft.
 
84
 In. 
(New
 
Record).
 
Broad 
Jump - 
Wetmore,  SP; 
Aguirre, TC; Pogue, DTO; Vargas,
 
DTO: Distance, 21 ft. 
Simpson, 
Carl Harrison and 
Davis 
received awards for the top scor-
ers. The first two 
tracicsters  tied 
for honors among the novice en-
tries
 while Davis rang 
up
 10 points 
in the varsity
 division. ' 
Plaques were 
presented  to 
Delta  
Upsilon 
fraternity  and Kappa 
Kap-
pa Gamma sorority
 for the best 
rooting 
sections.  
However,  all five 
groups -received
 fine support from 
their  
cheerers.
 
--John Shehtanian's
 
team 
was 
boosted 
by DTO and
 Alpha 
Phi,
 
Stu Inman's 
by Delta 
Upsilon,  
Jack Passey's
 by SAE and 
Delta 
Gamma  and Fred 
Mangini's  by 
Sigma  
Pi.  
Davis 'earned
 his duel award 
by 
winning  ..the 75-yd. 
dash
 and the 
180 -yd. dash. 
He churned 
the 
shorter 
distance  in 7.5 
seconds 
which tied the old mark 
set by 
Don Smalley in 1947, 
and cracked 
Bob 1.:luxton's
 time of 
18.2 'sec-
onds,' 
Act in 1949, with 
a flashing, 
17.4
 in the 180 
distance.  
Welles  scored firsts in the 
70-3d.
 
high 
hurdles and
 high 
jump
 for 
the best novice 
effort.
 
his time of 
9.0 seconds 
in the sticks was a 
new mark, 
breaking
 Bill Passey's 
9.3 recorded in, 1947.
 Welles
 also 
surpassed
 Dan Inveen's
 1949 leap-
ing record 
of 5 ft. 912 in. with a 
jump of 6 ft. 1 in. 
Varsity 
Summary  
1320 
- Purdy, SAE;
 Johnson, 
TC; 
Grant, SAE: Time,
 3:16.4. 
75 - 
Davis,  SP; 
Tie --Hall, 
DTO  and 
Gillespie,  SP; 
Chagon-
gian, DU: 
Time,  7.5 (Ties 
Record).
 
352  Derrick, DU; 
Nicolai,
 SAE; 
Tie Orcutt, unattached
 and Her-
rick, DU: Time, 38.6. 
660 - 
Sawyer,
 DTO; 
Breeden,  
SAE;
 Johnson, 
SP; Gerken,
 SP: 
Time, 1:26.7. 
180 
- Davis, 
SP; Hall,
 DTO, 
Nicolai,
 SAE; Tie
--Moore,  SP 
and  
Barger, 
SP:  Time, 
17.4  (New 
Record). 
Mile and Half 
- Bob Weber; 
Day, LITO: Time, 7:19.6. 
riott, TC; B. Passey, DTO; J. Pas-
sey, SAE: Time, 17.2 (New Rec-
ord).
 
Javelin  - Porch, 
TC;
 Green, 
&To;
 
Niekle,_SAU
 
Linn, TC:
 
Dis-
tance, 174 ft. 8. in. 
High  Jump 
Tie -Martin, 
D'10  
and Kazarinoff,
 DU; 
Anderson,  
TC; Tie--Inveen,
 SAE and 
John-
son ,SP: 
Height,
 6 ft. 2 in. 
Pole  Vault 
- Mattos,
 SP; Tie - 
Hamilton:SAE  
and Volkert,
 DTO; 
Brenda
 ,TC: 
Height,  13 
ft
 6 'in. 
(Ties  Record). 
Shot -- 
Linn, TC;
 Porter, 
DU; 
Nickle,  SAE; 
Overhouse,  SAE: 
Distance, 
46
 ft. 93/8 in. 
Broad 
Jump  --- 
Maire, 
SAE;
 
Gallagher,  TC; 
Council,  DTO; 
For-
tier, DU: 
Distance, 22 
ft.  11 in. 
(New 
Record). 
Discus -- 
Overhouse, SAE;
 Linn, 
TC; 
Nickle,
 SAE; Pogue,
 DTO: 
Distance, 146 ft. 8 in.
 
Relay 
Sigma  Pi, Delta 
Theta 
Omega, 
Delta 
Upsilon,  Theta 
Chi:
 Time,
 44.1 (New 
Record). 
IS
 IT 
HOT  
OR IS 
YOUR 
CAR  
BATTERY
 
ON 
ITS LAST 
LEGS? 
REBUILT
 
Batteries  
4.95 
Exchange 
New
 
Batteries..
 7.95 
Exchange  
 
REPAIRING  
 
RECHARGING  
 
RENTALS
 4, 
- 
Argee 
Battery  CO.
 
466 So. Market 
3-45113
 
ANDREE'S
 
Drive -In Resfautant 
(Across 
From Civic Auditorium) 
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN 575. 
Breakfast - Lunch - 
Dinner
 
- Try Our Famous - 
Bar-B.Cued Spare Ribs
 
850
 
with Special Sauce 
. 
Home -Made Chili with 
300 
Fresh  Ground Beef   
French Fried 
85° 
Prawns   
ANDREE'S 
SPECIAL 
Home
-Made Apple Dumpling 
250  
with  hot rum Sauce 
...-
Deep Dish 
Pies    
250  
Open 
Every Day, 
7f30 a.m. 
'fill  I 
em.
 
Fri.
-Set.  fill 3 cm.
-Car  Service 
RENT
 A 
(needy
 
WITH 
ACCESSORIES
 
* 
Latest
 Style 
Tuxedo
 
* 
Sherman
 
Formal
 
Shirt  
* 
Hickok  
Jewelry  
54.9
 .a 
redo Shop 
246 Security 
Building 
84 
S.
 First Street
 
CYpress 
3-7420  
8 
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Student
 Y Holds
 Day 
Retreat
 
,As 
Initial
 Spring 
Outing
 
6 
,Ther 
"Camp  
Campbell
 Day 
Re-
treat,"
 first 
aloft  
quarter
 activ-
ity  
for
 the
 Student 
"Y", will, be 
held 
Sattirdsy,  April S. 
The
 
group  
plans to leave at,8 
in the 
morning  
and  
return
 befbre 
midnight 
the 
same...day.
 
Chairman
 Jean 
Justice 
and  her 
committee
 have planned an 
active
 
day 
which  
will  include 
both fun 
and 
business. 
One of the
 main fea-
tures 
planned
 for 
the  day 
will  
be a two
 hour discussion
 on 
the 
past, 
'present
 
and  the 
future
 of 
the
 
Student
 "Y". 
A 
group 
hike  will 
be taken
 in 
the 
morning,  with 
volleyball  and 
baseball 
dominating'  the 
afternoon
 
activities  Dancing 
will  provide 
the entertainment
 for the eve., 
ning. 
Cost
  for the trip will 
be $1.80 
each, which includes transporta-
-111311-1M11
  
dhiner. 4Pul ther -ptans 
will be discussed at the 
first  gen-
eral meeting
 of the spring quar-
ter 
to be 
held
 Wednesday night, 
April 5. 
ROTC Cadets 
Will
 Conduct 
Military Ball 
With plans 
for the Third 
An-
nual M ii 
it 
a r y 
Ball
 progressing 
toward  culmination,
 the Silver 
Saber 
Society  furthered
 future 
p-Thns  with lhe 
ronl'insia11iff5ii
 
of 
officers at last 
Tuesday's  meet-
ing. 
Taking 
. office for a 
tenure o 
one  year are 
president, 
Harry  K. 
Russell; 
vice-president,
 William 
Timmons; 
secretary,  Donald 
Wal-
ker; treasure
 r, Melvin 
Bonn;  
assistant
 treasurer 
and director 
of 
_publicity, 
Ted 
Brmien;_chaplain.
 
Earl Shively;
 sergeant -at
-arms,
 
Harry 
Huking. 
The military
 ball will
 be held 
on 
the  evening of 
June 2 at the 
Mary -Ann
 Gardens.. Jimmy Blass' 
orchestra
 will supply 
the music 
for the 
formal
 affair. 
A queen, 
to 
be
 selected 
from among
 San 
Jose
 State coeds by 
R.O.T.C. mem-
bers, will 
reign .over
 the 
gala
 occa-
sion.  An 
orchid corsage
 
will
 be 
presented  
to 
each  
feminine  
guest_
 
in attendance.
 
Dean
 
Says
 
US
 
Faces  
Lack
 
Of 
Engineers
 
PURDUE
 
UNIVERSITY.
 -- 
The 
country
 
again 
is 
facing
 a 
short-
age of 
engineering
 
college
 
gradu-
ates,  
and
 there
 is no 
over
 
pro-
duction
 
of
 men
 
qualified
 
for  
the  
engineering
 
profession."
 
stated
 
Dean
 
A. 
A. 
Potter
 
yesterday.
 
"In 
general,.I
 
do 
not  
believe
 
that  
this 
co.unt4  
is 
in 
danger
 
of 
Flying
 
20
 Club
 
Society  
Elect's
 - 
"The
 
Flying 20 -club has 
had 
an act iv 
e quarter," 
said
 Bob 
Gross, club president: 
review ef club winter quarter 
ac-
tivities.
 
 
Gross said that 
the  club began 
the 
quarter  by overhauling their 
Taylorcraft airplane. The need for 
new members was acute,
 so the 
club began an expansion which 
netted them 16 new members, 
and 
enabled them to pUrchase a 
second airplane.
 
"With two airplanes
 in 
opera-
tion," Gross- pointed
 out, 
tfour
 
club 
membees-were  -able 
to complete their first solo flight 
training."
 The four 
students  were 
Doris Broadhurst, 
Doug Pautz, 
Bob 
Kruse,
 and Harold  
Stevens.  
tturning out-too-ath---engjnepr+---
prrwding 
that 
those 
Individuals
 
have
 the
 
type  
of 
foundations
 
which
 
have
 
made  
the
 
engineers
 
of 
such
 
value
 
to 
the
 
American
 
industry
 
and-
 
business
 
at
 large" 
Dr.
 
Potter
 
continued.
 
"Further
 
industriliza-
tion
 
means
 
more  
engineers  
Will 
be
 
needed."
 
1920
 
ARE  
HIRED
 
Dean
 
Potter
 
cited
 
the
 
employ-
ment
 
record
 
of 
Purdue
 
graduates
 
and  
mentioned
 
that
 
the  
employ-
ment
 
picture
 
now
 
is
 
a 
little
 
bet-
ter 
than
 
a 
year
 
ago.
 
"Out
 
of
 
more
 
than
 
2,000
 
individuals
 
who  
re-
ceived
 
bachelors
 
or 
master's
 
de-
grees
 
in
 
°engineering
 
last
 
year,
 
we
 
know
 
Mat  
96 
per  
cent
 
are
 
in 
positions
 
where
 
they
 
are  
Utiliz-
ing
 
their  
education.
 
We
 
are
 
un-
certain
 
about
 
the  
connections
 
of
 
less  
than
 
four
 
per  
cent
 
of 
last
 
year's
 
engineering
 
graduates,"
 
he
 
said.  
CAMBRIAN
 
BAVARIAN
 
GARDENS
 
Grow
 root) 
 
Goon
 
FUN
 
San Jose
-Los Gatos Highway
 
17
 
at Union 
Ave.  
Phone Campball
 2236 
Placement
 
Bulletin 
All teaching condidates should 
complete  
their records 
in 
the 
Placement
 office.: 
Interviews
 for 
candidates are being made daily 
and students who 
do not have 
their records complete should -do 
so at once, according
 to Mrs. 
Doris 
Robinson
 of the Placement 
office. 
inikcipartrom  
los Angeles 
will be. on campus Monday to 
interView
 elementary teaching 
candidates. 
Any teaching candi-
dates 
interested
 should 
check  with 
the Placement  off lee.
 
Elemeptary  teaching
 candidates 
inttr,ested in placement in San 
Francisco are 
asked to come in to 
the 
Placement  office. Application 
blanks May be secured. 
A recent bulletin from Alaska 
,shows-that- oppertenities-are 
promising
 there. Any candidate 
interested 
may come in to the 
Placemeat  
office for 
complete
 in-
formation. 
P.E.
 
Society
 
Elects  Prexy
Lloyda
 
Thompson,
 junior
 
physi-
cal  
education
 
major
 
at
 San
 
Jose
 
State  
college,
 was
 
elected
 
presi-
dent
 
of 
Tau  
Gamma,
 
women's
 
P.E. 
honorary  
organization
 at 
a 
recent
 
meeting.
 
Annabelle 
Vargas
 
was elected 
vice-president;
 
Dorothy
 
Smith,  
secretary;
 
Colleen  
Brooks,
 treas-
urer.
 All 
officers  
are 
junior  
P.E.  
majors  
according
 
to 
Marilyn  
Hein, outgoing 
Tau Gamma 
presi-
dent. 
Installation 
followed
 the 
final
 
balloting,
 she said.. 
Adviser for the group
 
is 
Miss  
Janice
 
Carkin,
 Instructor
 
in 
Wc
 
men's
 
physical 
education.
 
17
 
NO
 
en 
ill I NEAR
 THE 
CAMPUS
 
 
George's
 
Cleaners
 I 
I
Special care and service 
given
 
knit 
suits,
 
blouses,  dresses.and
 
sweaters.
 I 
I FORMERLY RASO 
CLEANERS
 I 
I & 
2 DAY 
SERVICE
 
330 SO. THIRD
 STREET 
1=1 
MN MI IBM 
NM 
 
FOR 
STATE  
STUDENTS
 
A Good 
Meal  
with  
Soup  - 
Dessert  . 
Coffee  
FOR 
ONLY 
,mvaciw
 
65c
 
V61:01
 
Breakfast Served
 
$5.50  In 
foodTor  a 
$5.00 
meal  
ticket.
 Open 6 a.m. to I a.m. 
EL 
CHARRO  
CAFE 
A.
 
CONTRERAS,  
Prop 
17 So. 
2nd Si. 
CYpress
 3-9771 
war Roy earke#, 
goavira,
 
Tiakkg
 
beectibiee,6eSkoktret
 
Born in Red 
Oak, Iowa, Roy graduated 
from 
Thomas Jefferson 
High School -at 
Council Bluffs. He 
was ready to enter the 
University 
when
 war changed 
his  mind. 
Roy 
completed  
125 
combat
 
missions,  
lead-
ing 
many
 of 
them,  
supporting  
the 
invasion  
and 
the  
advances
 on 
into 
Germany.
 Won 
Air  
Medal,
 D. 
F.C.,  
many
 other 
decora-
tions.  
Promoted  
to
 Captain,
 then 
to 
Major.
 
He 
went  to 
work
 at Consolidated
 
Vultee  
in San 
Diego,  
building
 PBY's and
 B -24's. 
But it 
wbuin't long' until 
he had put in 
his  
application
 for Aviation
 Cadet 
training.
 
Rack
 home, he 
married  the lovely 
Army 
nurse from 
Lowell,  
Massachusetts,
 whom 
he had met 
at Cannes, France.
 After the 
honeymoon,
 he returned to 
finish his 
studies at the University
 of Iowa. 
Cadet Carlson  
won  his
 
wings in 
April,  1943. 
was 
assigned to 
P-47  
"Thunderbolts"
 with 
the 368th 
Fighter
 Group in 
England,  to 
break  ground for the
 Normandy 
invasion.
 
Major 
Carlson is now 
Chief  of Operatic's',
 
2471st
 
Air  
Force  Reserve 
Training Cen-
ter, 
at
 
O'Hare
 
International  Airport,
 near 
Chicago.
 
Has two 
huskysons, a 
fine
 
job,
 
a 
great  
career
 still 
of 
him! 
If you 
are 
single,
 between the ages of 20 
and 
with at 
least  
two years 
of
 college, 
consider the 
many 
career
 
opportunities
 as a pilot or navigator in 
the 
U. S. 
Air  
Force.
 
Procurement
 Teams
 
are visiting many 
colleges
 
and universities  to explain these career 
opportunities.
 
Watch  for them. You 
may
 also get full 
details
 at your 
nearest  
Air  
Force  
Rase  or
 
U.
 S. 
army
 
and 
U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or Isy 
writing to 
the Chief 
of Staff, U. S. Air Force, 
Alt:
 Aviation  
Cadet
 
Branch,
 
Washington 
25,  D. C. 
t  
U. S. 
AIR 
FORCE  
ONLY
 
THE BEST
 CAN
 BE 
AVIATION  
CADETS!
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